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SYNOPSIS

Although there is a growíng body of críticism on Thomas Pynchon, partícularly
in American líÈerary journals, Èhere are very few studies which aÈtempt a

meÈhodology to explain the major aims of his three novels. Instead, partícular
aspects have been isolated for discussion, and generally these also tend Ëo

focus on one or other of the works. My research therefore, offers a reading

which, while allowing the novels Èo be discussed for their individual differences'

concentrates on the common thematic pattern which does not c.hange.

Metaphor is the single most significant aspect of Pynchonrs writing. His

novels not only include a system of metaphors that extend and enrich the meaníng

of the action, but are themselves thematícally concerned wj-th metaphor as a structure

of experience. Thus a distinction exists between Èhe metaphors of the text

and the message ín the text about metaphor. Obviously the two are closely

linked; individual metaphors illustrate Pynchonrs theories about metaphor, while

his ideas about structure influence the kind of metaphors used.

As a r¿riter himselfrone of Pynchonts concerns is with the literary use of metaphor

as the primary analytical and descriptive unit. He closely identífies this

wíth the general problem of interpretation, which he characteristically illustrates

with examples drawn from literary criticism and more parËícularly, the Puritansr

interpretative use of the Bible to uncover Godts design.

The central theme of all the novels is that of the arrangement of knowledge.

Pynchonrs major characters are all engaged on quests r¿hich involve an inter-

pretation of events and signs around them. As they struggle to order an

essentially mysterious and hostile world - manmade and natural - they encounÈer

various ways of perceivj-ng. One of the most imporÈanÈ of these is the scientifíc,

and Ít ís Pynchonts use of science r¿hich makes his work unique even in the fiction

of the sixties. Scíentific explanation is an extremely important means of

strucÈuring the universe. Several of Pynchonts characters learn from scientifíc

analogy as a further example of the fertility of metaphorical thinkíng.

The thírd imporËant region is that of historícal explanaÈion. The perception

of the past strongly infl-uences the view of the present, which in turn pre-

disposes human beings to certain kinds of action. Events have no meaning, it



is the analysis of them, and the influence on them of analysis, which gives

human hístory a meaning. WiËh such a view, it is Pynehonfs feelíng that our

commonly held beliefs have a more arbitrary aspect than is generally accepted.

pynchonrs radical and pessimisËic vision of the twentieth century is contained

withín his use of metaphor, whích reveals his view of the importance of inter-
pretation and perceptíon. In this study, I have attempted to show how Èhis

works through each nove1, as well as díscussíng ít as the major preoccupation

of all of Pynchonts work to date.

The fírst chapÈer introduces some aspects of metaphor, and looks at some of the

criÈicism that has sought a simple explanation for Pynchonfs novels. The next

three chapters deal in turn r¿ith the novels, in chronologícal order: V, The

Crvins of Lot 49, Gravi I s Rainbow. The conclusíon briefly places the novels

ln a contempoïary context and suggests some critícal problems in Èheir

evaluation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

There is a good deal of criticism on Thomas Pynchon, almosÈ all of it appearíng

in journals. It ís difficult to know ín the Australian context how many more

doctorates and articles are beíng written on an author who conÈinues to baffle

and intrigue his countrymen.

Yet, as Mark R. SÍegel points out :

,WhiLe ...theg. .. have shed some Jight on Pgnchon's soulces, on the
precision and magnitude of the cufturaf Landscape which Pgnchon has
cteated, and on specific but discontinuous aspects of the novef(s)
thus far no-one has suggested an analgsis of the work(s) which accounts
equaTTg for a7f its d.iverse parts. I

There are exceptíons to Èhis. Síege1 himself offers a system to account at le-asË

for the comp lexíties of Gravityrs Rainbow. There are also others who have

suggested the propositíon offered ín this thesis, namely that meËaphor ís the

síngle most importanÈ element in Pynchonrs work. Generally, however, ít is

true Èo say that whíle there are useful, thoughtful commentaries on Pynchon, they

tend to deal with and emphasise particular aspects of his work. It ís rare that

a crític attempts Èo set ouÈ a methodology wíth which to examine Pynchonts novels

as entÍretíes.

Nevertheless, his novels have attracted much ínËerest, conment and prizes. V,

whích first appeared in 1963, \¡ras awarded Èhe I^Iílliam Ïaulkner Foundation award

for the best first novel of the year. The Cryíng of LoÈ 49 which was published

ín 1966 won the Richard and Hilda Rosenthal Foundation Award of the National

InstíÈute of Arts and Letters. Gravityrs Rainbow, 1973, r¿as nominated for the

Pulitzer Prize, but rejected by the Pulitzer advísory board despite the unanimíty

of the judgesr decísion because it was thought that the novel rnlas "unreadable",
ttturgidtt, ttoverhrrittenrt and ttobscenet'.2 Horever, it was awarded the National

Book Award (with Isaac Bashevis Singer), and the Howells Medal of the American

Academy of Arts and Letters. Iloreover he is taught in many Amerícan universitíes

and beginning to be taught in Aust.ralia. Pynchon is certaínly not an ignored

author, so that the field, though new in many \^7ays, ís by no means untouched.

The incomplete nature of the críÈici.sm therefore, is ínherent to a certain extent,

Ín the diffículties of this kind of contemporary ficÈion, partícularly where it

lays a claim to beíng experimental. These problems, which arise maínly from the

lackofacontext and tradÍtíon of reading, have convinced many scholars ín the past

and in the present that studyíng modern literature Ís too inexact a pursuit for

serious students. It is claimed that art requires a maturíng period before its

appreciation can be properly dellneated.
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Indeed, an extremely delicate balance is required betr¡reen a slavish enthusiasm

for anything new and a judicious wíllingness to take contemporary fiction seríously
It ís not the intention here to argue for or against the merits of studying modern

literature in universities. The argument will continue, no doubÈ, as long as

fiction, and English departments, exist. However, some justífication can be gíven

for not merely appreciating and acknowledging new works, but learning the means

t.o exarnine them closely as well.

Two notable and very different modernisËs have set out the problem quite precisely
of fitting a ne\^¡ work into the expectatíons that already exist. T. S. Eliot ín
ItTradition and the indíviduat talent" no¡il regarded as a classic of íËs kind, deals

with the role of the critic as well as the role of the writer. The modern ¡vriter
is also a part of the tradition whích underlies and ínforms his orgínality. It
is the task of the criËic and of history to determine Èhe nature of the relaËíon-

ship between the two.

The existing order is complete before the new work attives; for order
to persist after the supervention of noveTtq the whofe existing order
must be, if everg so slightJg, altered; and so the rel-ati.ons, ptoportions,
vafues of each work towards the vthofe are readjusted; and this is the
conformitg between ofd and new. 3

Eliot is speaking of the processes involved in a very impersonal manner, as if
they form a closed sysËem which one can stand ouÈsíde and see ín its final and

ldeal sEaÈe. He obviously cannot be expected to point out the precise nature

of the responsibilities and actions involved in the process, yet they must exíst
for Èhe harmony he envisages to take place. Impersonal forces will not bríng ít
about.

Alain Robbe-Grillet, French novelist and criÈic, has a dífferent, complementary

view. He sees the new writer as trying to escape from traditíon as íf it were a

trap, and the crític as being unable to see anything ín originality apart from the

tradition and the expecÈations thatitengenders. The relationship between tradítion
and the writer, and the v¡riter and the critic, ís thus far from harmonious.

'The stammering new born work wiLL alwags be regatded as a monster,
even bq those who find experiment fascinating. There wil-l- be some
curiositg, of course, some gesture of interest, alwags some pravision
for the future, and some praise though what is sincere wiff al-wags be
addressed to the vestiges of the famiTiar, to aLl- those bonds ftom
which the new work has not get broken free and which desperatelq seeks
to imprison it - the past. r+

Robbe-Grillet I s irritation may well seem to support the case of those who argue

against the systematic examination of contemporary fiction, and who might prefer
the calm inevítability of Eliotts vision of literary progress. I prefer to see

an implied challenge for new rigour and constructive scepticism in both these views.
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The work of actívely particípating ín Eliot's order while avoidíng Robbe-Grilletrs
descríption of the faults of new criticism is part of the excitement of reconcilíng
the "conformity between old and nehr. " The experíence of examíning the fictíon
which is the creaÈíve voice of our own time, as well as of íts author, is uniquely
ímportant; Moreover, r¡re can bríng Èo it a perspective that no amounÈ of
hístorical hindsight and objectívíty can recreate.

&+¿J-&S¿-LJ-ú

The proposition of this work ís that Pynchonfs novels should be read as critiques
of metaphor. His works not only include a system of metaphors wíth whích he

colours and extends the actions of Èhe characters in the plot, but are thematically
concerned with the Írnaginatíve structures of perception and experience. As I have

already mentioned this meËhodology has not been entirely ígnored. M. R. Leder in
his thesis rrThe Use and Theory of Metaphor ín the I,Iorks of Thomas Pynchon" points

ouË that metaphor and the sÈudy of it must be the rtcentral pillar" of scholarship
on Pynchon.s As indicated ín hís title, he draws Èhe distinction between the

metaphors of Èhe text, and the message in the text about metaphor. Such a

distínctíon is vital to the understanding of Pynchonrs work and Ís the fundamental

idea of thís thesis. My emphasis tends to be on Pynchonrs view of metaphor rather
than the explicatíon of partícular metaphors. Secondly, I shal1 be examíníng his
general metaphor system in each novel, although the detaíls of the sources of Èhe

metaphor are not always considered.

It is not ínËended here to inËroduce a lengthy díscussion of the nature of metaphor

or a history of the criticism on it. As my Ínterest lies ín how Pynchon sees

metaphor, a workíng definitíon and undersÈanding of its theory will be offered.
Iüímsatt claims that I.r7. B. Standford'in hís Greek Metaphor : Studíes in Theory and

Practice (Oxford, 1936) has one of the most precíse definitíons of metaphor.6

As a technical definitíon ít is cerÈainly very clear and forms a good basis for
furÈher díscussi-on of the nature and effect of metaphor.

Metaphor, he says, is :

''the process and result of using a term (X) normallg signifging an
object or concept (A) in such a context that it must tefer to another
object or concept (B) which js distjnct enough in characteristics from
A to ensure that in the composite idea formed bg the sgnthesis of the
concepts A and B and now sgmboLised :- the word X, the factots A and B

tetain their conceptual independence even whiLe theg merge :- the unitg
sgmboTised bg X.'

lrlimsatt adopts I. A. Richardst terms, the tenor and the vehicle, and applies them

to the notatíons A and B to distínguish between the two ídeas that form the símplest
metaphor. He further extends and explains Standfordts stíff descriptíon:

in understanding imaginative metaphor we are often required
to consider not how B (vehicle) expTains A (tenor) but what meanings
are generated when A and B are confronted or seen each in the Tight of the
other. 7
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Cl-eanth Brooks also defines metaphor in terms of a transfer of meaníng between

two components A and B. The imagi-natíve component in metaphor is made up of
t'lfkeness amid heterogenity". I I . A. Richards in The Philosophy of Rhetoric

(New York 1936) defines netaphor further as involvÍng a Èransaction between

contexÈs. The transaction illuminates the orígínal context as well as forml-ng

a ner¡r suggestive context from the meanings of the original. It is obvíous thaÈ

what is required for such a widening of context is a set of línguistic conventions

that v¡íll make the ímplied simílarityr âs r¿ell as the apparent contrast, intelligible.

A good metaphor, however, uses such conventions to create tension by the orÍginality

of the likeness ímp1ied. As I. A. Richards puts ít :

'As the two things put together are more remote, the tension created
is , of course, greater. 9

The disparity is thus as important as the similarítyr âs only then does the thírd

range acquire its richness. Harmony and difference, order and strangeness are

sÍmultaneously inplied.

Metaphors can also be reabsorbed back ínto the convenËion and become rdeadt or,

as l,limsaÈt pref ers, collapsed, metaphors. This occurs when the element of
dífference between A and B becomes lost. The two come together in such a way

that the simílarity of contexts seems to have a semantic equalíty. Brooks uses

the example of rthe bed of the rivert as a figure of speech which has become

mistaken for a líteral description without any of íts former: surpríse or tension.
't^lÍmsaÈt points out also that a metaphor loses íts power when ít is used out of

context
It is a structure of verbal- meaning which keeps metaphor al-ive, that
is, which hofds the vocaf terms A and B in such a wag that theg remain
distinct and ifLuminate each other, instead of coTlapsing into Titerafness. 10

Metaphor adds to the possibílíties of the structure of verbal meaníng. It extends

the language available by adding nevr relations to it, taking qualiÈíes and

assocÍations from one area into another, illuminating both and creating a further

set of possibiliÈies.

Sir llerbert Read calls the effect of metaphor "a sudden perc.eption of an objective

relation". He suggests in fact far more than a linguístic device, and his

terminology írnplies that metaphor is related to hidden structures in reality.

Metaphor ís indeed more than a líterary embellishment. It is a parÈ of the

process of thoughÈ from the known to the unknown through the recognition and

identification of símilarities. Metaphor becomes a means of ordering experience

by usíng termínology already understood.to ímpose order on the strange through

the perceptions. A new terminology can therefore come into existence to explain

complex, abstract or rievr kinds of experience. Thus an important component of

metaphor lies ín interpretation. The limitations of metaphor as explanaÈion
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emerge when it collapses into literalness also. Constant re-orderíng and

questioning of the differences keeps the metaphor funcËíoning; that ís' the

metaphor goes on revealing a ne\^7 sense of relations, and íts tensíon remalns as

an alerË to the mind. The dangers of me¡aphor lies in its corícentration,

where Èhe mode of explanation can end in being mistaken for the thing ítself.tl

IÈ ís here, as well as in the índividual tliteraryt use of metaphor, thaË Pynchonrs

víew of metaphor emerges. In the first place, he uses a richness of individual

metaphors to reveal how metaphor works. He extends the range of the transactions

he makes through his knowledge of non-liÈerary fields such as science and

mathematics. Hís metaphors are attempts in one way to form bridges between

dífferent kinds of knowledge: hisËorical, scíentifíc, líterary' The integration

of such varying fields has impressed many readers' and attracted \^rork on these

particularísed asPects of his allusive po\¡/ers. However' ít has led many astray'

too. Here, I want to díscuss one of the major critical errors that resulted

from attempting to explain Pynchonts canon in terms of a síngle metaphor and its

source.
*

Pynchonts recurring use of the term entroPY ' allied with an apparent Pessimism

about the future, has decided a lot of connentaÈors to identify iÈ as his central

metaphor. Crítics such as Anne Mangel,l2 Peter Abernethyr3and John Lelandla

have taken the cue from Pynchon's short story called EnÈropy ls and have used it as

the basis of methodology to explaín the aims and themes of the novels' The story

certainly uses an extended metaphor based on enËropy and applies it to two dífferent

human situations in the same locality: a chaotic parÈy, on which however order

is eventually imposed, and a couple líving in an artificially maintained

envíronment whích allows no outside ínfluence to penetrate its "closed systemrt.

Moreover, Oedípa's major discovery of it in The Crying of Lot 49 through Maxwellrs

Demon, as well as stray references in v and Gravityrs Raínbowl6, seem to lend

evidence to the belíef that iÈ is Pynchonrs chief metaphor.

Indeed, entropy has become, in some rtlays' a fashionable term to use when dealing

with American literat.ure. Tony Tanner, for instancer'sees it as the major image

of the contemporary \¡rriter, tracing references to entropy ín Kurt Vonnegut' Norman

Ilaíler, Donald Barthelme and John Barth, among others. Taking the term "in its

broadest sense as meaning the increasíng disorder of energy moving at random within

a closed systemtt he even goes on to apply iÈ to works of the past such as the

Dunciad and Bleak House.l7 Similarly, where the term ís noti¡¡rvoked at al1 , but a

fear ís evinced in the literature of an íncreasíngly nor-r-human landscape in the

post-industríal wor1d, Tanner detects entropy. The absurdíty which the over-

zealous and ignorant aPplication of the metaphor as a methodology can lead to is

* See Appendix
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for me exeurplifÍed in thís quotation frorn Leví-Strauss:
'EntropoTogg shoufd be the word for that discipline that
devotes itsel-f to the studg of this process of disintegration
jn its nast highlg deveToped form.

From this, Tony Tanner goes on to say that I'we may say that American novelists
of the past Ë\,üo decades have shor^m themselves to be diligent entropologists.rB

The Èerm is apparently suggestive, and seems to be a successful transfer of
ínformation between disciplines. The coinage does not in fact stand up to an

examination, as its real meaning ís extremely vague outsíde iËs proper scíentific
contexÈ. Moreover, ít gives no indication at all of the major themes of Amerícan

writers in the last twenty years. An artistic interest and concern with the

possible degeneracy of culture can, and obviously has been, quite distinct from

the knowledge of statísÈica1 laws describing a process that projects into an

unimaginably huge fuÈure and which, in any case, cannot be altered by human action.

Pynchonrs evocation of his concern over the proliferation of things, his doubts

about art in the modern world, his exploration of decadence in rnodern hístory,
does índeed place him thematíca11y with many other of his contemporaries. However,

his is too complex a view, and his use of metaphor too varied, to be reduced to a

single mode of explanation. Tanner admi-ts too, that :

.It js mg impression that the term taken from its context of the
Second Law of Thermodgnamics, is used now with a l-ooseness which
ang scientist woul-d depTore and is in ang case regarded as a
rather ofd fashioned idea. Is

OEher readers of Pynchon have also been critical of this manifest abuse of
knowledge through bad metaphor. Scott Simmons refers dismissively Ëo the "wrong-

headed revíevrst' rshich have used rrentropy that much over-quoted concept (. . . . ) to
pigeon-hole Pynchonrs work. Such a catchword way of dealíng with the novel(s)

is hardly necessary".20 Mark Siegel again puts the objection best and in doing so

incidentally well summaríses Pynchonts use of metaphor.

The Crging of Lot 49 is not merel,g an application of the process of
entropg to contemporarg American cufture, but an examination of the
Toophole in the metaphor itseff. 21

The nature of metaphor in the novels clirectly involves sceptícism about the

willingness to put too much faith into an all ínclusÍve system. Pynchonts novels

cannot therefore be understood in t()rms of a síngle stranded metaphor. gg-1_l

exactly arguing for the necessity of richness and flexíbility in the ways experience

should be structured and interpreted. It is this feature of Pynchonrs metaphor

which wí1l be dealt with here. By reading his work in thís way, the mystery and

arnbiguíty of his texts are seen to have a deliberate function.

This ótudy looks aÈ the individual use of rnetaphor in each nove1. Pynchonrs

preoccupa-!-íon -with the problems of perception remains basically the same ín each,
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and is expressed broadly in all three novels by the quest motif. A-seêret-r -o-f

any_ klnd-requires í:rte¡p¡etation of clues and thus forms an ideal basis fot a

fictlonal enquiry ínto the means of interpretation through metaphor. Each novel

is located in the twentieth centu and ís concerned with what haì',! come to be seen

as major features of the age. The ímpact of technology and the ímplícations

of ¡¡4_s¡ s-o-cíet-y underlie the themes of all t-he .novels. Half of V and all of

Lot 49 is set Ín America, .úl' cenËre of r¿orld povüer sínce the war; the other half

of V and GR. (which has an American as its chíef protagonisË) is set ín Europe, the

ol-d centre of world power before the war. Power and íts ímplícations ín modern 
i

history through war, colonisation and industrialisation are other major themes :

that run through all Èhree novels.

As an author, Pynchon retains and pursues the same kínds of themes in all hís novels.

However, lt is ímporÈant to see that each novel deals with aspects of metaphor

very dífferently. They are very separate and dístinct works utilísing differing

systems of symbolism and image, which requíre beíng dealt wíth individually.

Pynchon has not written a trilogy, though he re-uses some of his characters across

all the novels. In this sense, he resembles Gtlnter Grass, Èhe post-\^7ar German

author, whose characters recur briefly and tantalisingly in some of hís novels,

and whose themes and settings are frequently the same; however, hís novels are

clearly differentiated from the others and no-one could call them a series without

seriously overlooking the uniqueness of each.

It has been mosÈ useful to deal with Ëhe novels chronologically, because in some

!,¡ays they form a pleasing syrunetry Lot 49 his middle work, is structurally the

simplest. IE is an extremely concise and compressed novel, the suggestiveness

of which rests on its density of plot rather than its variety of plots. GR.as

the current latest novel echoes the first novel V in its strucÈure and some of its

plots, but ís the most complex, most diversely plotted and certainly the nost

dífficult of the three. V combines elements of both without necessaríly integratíng

them.

The structure of this study has been kept simple. Each novel will be examined ín

chronological order in separate chapters. The argument will be drar¡n together in

a final chapÈer r¿hich will form the conclusion of the thesis. In that chapter'

further general critical problems not directly relevant Ëo the exposition of the

indívídual novels but important to the Ëhesis as a whole, will be discussed.

J-¿¿&¿^r-J-¿¿J-
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CHAPTER 2

The rnajor Èemptatíons in readíng V is Eo follow the quesË as obsessively as

Stencil does and to interpreÈ the novel by trackíng dor^m every clue in order

to fínd ouÈ what V the novel means through V. the figure. Contaíned within

the text iÈself, however, are several warnings about a líteral critical quest.

Quíte early there is the suggestion that the pursuít of V

,was mele7g a scho_Lartg quest after a77, an adventure of
the mind, in the tradition of The Gofden Bough ot The

únhite Goddess. I

Though such a possibility is made ambíguous by Stencilrs feeling that he

(woul-d) wake up the second, real time, to make again the
tiresome d.iscoverg that it hadn't teallg everg stopped
being the same simpleminded, l-iteral pursuit.

ÍIe are also told of the discoveríes of Stencil:

"The rest was impersonation and dream." 63

The quest for V. by Stencíl, which forms the main structure of the novel, ís

thus ambíguous in the extreme, and like fiction itself, has only the certainty

of,'an adventure of the mind". Stencilts quest is a híghly artifícial one.

Though V. may exíst in all sorts of tantalisíng forms and exists in the novel

itself, she has virÈua11y disappeared by the end of Ëhe novel. The references

to her become more and more aphorístic, the narratorts voíce becomes more

sceptical:
'ttv.,s is a countrg of coincid.ence, tuled bg a ministtg of mgth"' 450

,,God. knows how mang stencil-s have chased v. about the wor7d." 451

The quest ís completely self-contained, that is, it exists by perpetuatíng its

oum c1ues, and its movement rather than íts end provides an essential life

force for Stencil. As a cl-raracter he is nearly indistinguishable from his

quest. InIe perceive Stencil through a disembodíed voice that alternates

between remoteness and íntimacy. Stencil is explained to us; it is rare in a

pynchon novel that a reader ís allowed to deduce characËer from action. From

the start therefore \¡re are given various explanations of SÈencilfs motivatíon:

Finding her : what then? onTg what fove there was to stencif
had become djrected entirefq inward, toward this acquired sense
of animateness To sustain it, he had to hunt V.; but if
he shoufd find her, what else wouLd there be but to go back into

V

I
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hal-f-consciousness? He tried not to think, xherefore, about
ang end to the search. Apptoach and avoid-' 55

It is noÈ a unique <liscovery, perhaps, in life or fictíon, that action ís

preferable to an end. The poínt is that a reader may never know if the quest

ís ttrealtt or not, or only exists in Stencilrs mínd.

The quesÈ and the novel become the same thing through the authorrs exploitation

of our curiosity abouË ít. If Stencilts quest is a metaphor for anything

single and concrete ít is for the very act of fíction ítself. It becomes

ultimately írrelevant whether the quest has a legitimate object or not. Pynchonrs

use of the traditional quest notif, and the metaphorical construcÈion of iL, is

meanÈ not only to show, but also to take the reader through the ways in whích

Í-nterpretation and perception work.

The search for V. ís a search Lhrough tíme, and more specifically a search

through the twentieth century. The hi.storical jumps from lB99 to 1956

superfícially complícate the contínuity of the nove1. However, the structure

of the quest and the possible meanings of V. are determined by the historical

reconstructions. Through them Pynchon offers a species of historícal explana-

tíon - a Genesis of the twentíeth cenrury. In the light of this, ít would be

easy to see V. as some kínd of zeitgeist and Stencilrs search as a desperate

attempt to locate the meaning of life in his tíme. There is obviously much

evÍdence for such an inÈerpretation. Pynchon uses and exploits history, however,

in order to reveal that it is in itself a rnetaphor.

History is similar to fiction in that it is largely a created perspective.

The dífference between historical explanation and art li-es ín that perspectives

of the past are verified by consensus within, of course, a framework of enquiry.

History is noÈ fiction, because we have a past which \¡/e can know to a problemati-

cal extent. Pynchon tfíctionalisesr certain aspects of hi-story' partly to show

that our vision of it ís uncertain, but also to seek his ovrn explanation for

what he sees as the mainspring of modern tímes. Violence is obviously one of

these.

He has wrÍtten a kind of subtext to authorísed modern history. The search for

V. and her equivocal appeaïances take place around what are regarded as the major

events of the trventíeth century. the novel never focuses squarely on the mass

events from which the time is considered to takes íts character' but construcËs

plots around obliquely significant dates. Each conspiracy and siege, half

fantasy, half fact, resonates with the hj-storical events to which people have

gro\¡r1 accustomed and, to a large extent, immune. Pynchon exploits standard

cultural responses to history in ner^r and partially fictíonalised contexts.

Hís hístory has a strange plausibility because of his metaphorical appreherrsion

of history as conspiracy. ÌIístory, líke fiction, i-s perceived as a series of
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plots set Ínto motion by índividuals and complicated by a varíety of interpre-

tations. Pynchonrs view of hístory seems very akín to John BarËhts wry line
trHístory íf not rea1, ís at least impressive".

Pynchon feels very strongly the po!üer of a history that víolently affects masses

of people. The first and second world \^rars particularly mark the age and most

of the action takes place in times around these two conflagrations. V. becomes

a conveníent symbol and prophecy of violence :

'He had. discovered, howevet, what was pettinent to his purpose:
that she'd. been connected with one of those grand conspiracies
or fotetastes of Armageddon which seemed to have captivated al7
dipTomatic sensibil-ities inthe qears preceding the Gteat llat. V.
and a conspiracA. Its particufat shape govetned onJg bg the
sutface accidents of historg at the time.- 755.

It is important to note aÈ this stage that Pynchonts view of history is not

completely determinístic. Metaphors and conspiracies are made by men. Events

can be affected to an enormous extent by how they are perceived and interpreted.

One of the extraordinary thíngs about the Fírst World l^lar, as Pynchon is aware,

was what seemed to be a general mental acceptance of doom. The actual outbreak

of war caused a curíous combination.of shock and ecsEasy; the desire or at least

expectatíon f orr,üar \^ras not really considered to be a f actor in its actual corres-

pondence. One of Pynchonrs major themes ís that this separation of perception

and event has given Ehe tlrentieth century íts twin aspects of mechanism and

violence. This thesís is particularly extended ín the section of the novel

set in South Inlest Africa.

Hence V. the ficiíon, quest and conspiracy symbolíses and ís a part of the viol-ent

history of the twentieth century that Pynchon evokes ín hís own strange scenaríos.

A1l the historical scenes - the V. clues that Stencíl follows- only obliquely

relate to the history to which \^re are accustomed. The major theatres of the two

r¡rars are never mentíoned, nor are the names with which history tends to be under-

lined. Pynchon keeps away from recognísable facts Èhat tend to numb us and

concentrates on indíviduals and symbolically charged vignettes. As vrith his

fictíon he tries to rewríte history so thaË it appears ne\^r again. The menace

and strangeness of his wríting reawakens the readerts perceptíons. Pynchon

combines an apparently uncanny feel for hístorical authenticity with fanÈasy thaÈ

ranges from acceptable poetic license to the completely bizarre and surreal.

It ís the hallrnark of all three of his novels and forms the basís of his critique

of metaphor as the fundamental mode of perception. The descríption of SÈencilrs

expeditions ínto the past well fits Pynchonts ornm irnaginative historiography:

Around each seed of Ê,.dossier, therefore, had deveToped a nacreous
mass of inference, poetic l-icense, forcibLe di-sLocation of
personalitg he didn't remember and had no right in, save the
rigltt of imaginative anxietg or historical cate, which is
recognized bg no-one. 62.
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In each historical section, and indeed in the whole novel, the narrative voice

shifts its emphasis a good deal. Different personae are assumed, and sometimes

only exËremely briefly. Pynchon flows wiËhout pause from omniscient descriptíon

to a very partícular and lirnited viewpoinÈ. For instance, the assorted dipl-o-

nrátes.and-' the l{ren farníly of Caíro 1899 (Chapter 3) are observed completely

from the viewpoint of minor characters: Aiel Èhe waíter, Yusef the factotum,

Rowley-Bugge the burn, Waldetar the train conductor, Gebrail the cabdriver,

Gírgis the mountebank, Hanne the German waitress. Pynchonrs sympathies are

wíth those whom hisEory ígnores but continually touches.

Merelg train's hardwate for ang casuaT onLooker, llaldetat in
private Life was exactTg this mist of phitosoPhg, imagination
and continual- worr7 over his several refationships - not onLg
with God, but al-so with Nita' with theit chil-dren, with his
own historg. 78.

The effect is to emphasíse the arbitrary nature of historical account and the

inestimable importance of every individual.

Gene.rally however, characters speak with Pynchonts unchanged voice. He accepts

their limited perspectíves, but the philosophy remains relatively coristant.

Eigenvalue, for instance, is sometimes more Pynchon than Eígenvalue. He comments

on history and Stencíl very muchin the terms of the novel :

"Perhaps historg this centurg, thought EigenvaTue, is rippTed
with gathers - its fabric such that if we are situated, as
Stencil- seemed to be, at the bottom of a fol-d, it's impossible
to determine warp ' woof or pattern angwhete eTse l'/e

I . .. , are conned, into a fafse memorA lle are accotdingLq
fost to ang sense of a contjnuous tradition. Perhaps if we

Lived on a c¡est, things woufd be diffetent. We could at least
see- 756.

The wisdom of some of Pynchonts characters can therefore seem extremely contrived,

lacking a deeply fe1È characterísation but speaking too easily with Pynchonr s

voice. Yet this is also very necessary to the ideas of the novel. For insLance,

many of the stories told are a I'Stencilisedrr versíon. IÈ suggests that Stencil

as a narrator, like Pynchon the novelist, fílls ín the gaps and supplies his own

metaphors where the accounL becomes unsatisfactory. Mondaugents story ín

particular is made subtle by such mulÈí-narrative techniques. It is a story

told to Stencil by Mondaugen after many years; the verSion we receive is that

of Stencilrs to Eigenvalue. Not only that, but within the framework of the siege

are flashbacks to 1904 when Mondaugen in delírium assumes anotherb identity.

His dreams are based on that mants interpreted memories of hís participatíon Ín

the Herero revolt of South I^IesÈ Afríca. The plots are therefore highly sLylised

and their literal aspect exÈremely uncertain. Outrageous coincidences and

transparent character manipulation lead to serious and factual narration.

Through such methods it is clear that Pynchon does not use hi.storical fact to

make his fíctíon authentic, but explolts all the trj.cks of fíction Èo give his
history a metaphorical dePth.
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One of his aíms is indeed to show how little we understand the means by which we

are led to interpret an event. To a large extenÈ, this is unavoidable, but ít

becomes dangerous when decisions are made that are based on simplistic

assumptions.

peopTe read what news theg wanted to and each accotdingTg buiLt
his own rathouse of historg's rags and sttaws. In the citg of
New yotk aTone there were at a rough estimate 5 miffion rathouses.
God knew what was going on in the minds of cabinet Ministers,
heads of state and civiL servants in the capitals of the wotl-d.
Doubtl-ess their private versions of historg showed up in action. 225-

Pynchonfs ambíguity and complicatíon of the quest is Èhe means by which the novel

crítícises a simplístíc víew of perception and interpretation. IÈ Ís impossible

to see things as they really are since everythíng musÈ be submitted to a process.

trrrhat is necessary is that the process ís recognised and extended. The trickery

of the novel therefore, with all íts games and jokes is rneanË to force a reader to

re-examine his assumptions about readíng and hence interpretation in general.

**xtrk*f<****

II

For all its unity of metaphor, V. structurally falls unavoídably Ínto two halves.

Stencil is on the fringes of Èhe I^Ihole Sick Crew and several times for narratíve

ease, eíther tells or is Ëold various storíes about V.rs manífestatíons by

people who are part of that scene. The connectíon is generally tenuous, everr

Stencilts flight to Malta with Paola and Profane remaining an unconvincing

attempt to fuse Èhe novel together through a conutron p1ot.

One section of the book appeared orígínally as a short sËory, and in many lrays

the novel can be seen as a collectíon of self contained scenarios held together

by common language and motifs.2 The fragmentation is true to the themes of the

novel, and Pynchon vastly extends the same careful randomness in Gravityrs

Rainbow which also engages on a fictional quest Ínto the conscíousness of the 
i

twentieth century. \

Of the síxteen chapters, ten deal mosËly with Profane and the Vlhole Síck Crew,

and six rsith V. at various stages of the pasE. The Profane half of the novel

is connected quite solidly by common characters and continuing plot lines. Each

section on V. is almost completely self contained, apart from the reappearance

of a few characters such as the Godolphins, Stencíl senior and, of course, the

varíous identities of V. herself. The novel sets ouL two separated story 1-ines:

one dealing with the half-fantasised past and the other with Ëhe present of 1956.
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The ernbattled but defíant pessimism that ís ttre tone of the whole work emerges

from a pattern of images, metaphors and events, not all of which are líterally

and síngly explicable. OfÈen metaphors are set up and extended for theír own

sake. Much of the Ímpulse for the ímagery association is unrecoverable, excepË

as a system of internal allusion which unifíes the sensibility of the novel.

Moreover, the novels allusions to facts outsicle ítse1f are extemely learned,

drawn from science, hÍstory, art, literature.

V. as the cenÈral metaphor of the novel is the symbol of a century of víolence.

She presídes in all her forms over all violence and decadence. As Mantissars

dream of beauty, the Botticelli Venus, she is linked to Vheíssu, the place of

chaos and anníhilation: a mistress whose beauty promises only death, and whose

divíniÈy, the ascendance of an inhuman principle. As Vera ì{erovíng she is once

agaín linked wíth Vheissu, this time in her predatory relationship with Godolphin.

Sígnificantly here she has a clockwork eye; later as the Bad Priest in Malta

nearly all of her ís mechanical.

V. also exísts simultaneously in her several índívidual ways: as Vheissu, the

symbolíc hearÈ of darkness, as Vera, Victoria, Veronicâ, V. in love, as Valletta

under siege and in the :

menculg-vapor Jatnps , receding in an asglrtmetric V. to the east whete
it's dark and there are no more bars. 10.

V. represents several clifferent facets of modern life. She is the quest that

becomes lifets movement for Stencil, the revelaÈion of nothingness for Godolphin'

the final debasement of love into fetishÍsrn, mistress of the inanimate, Goddess

of seductíon and fallen Virgin. In any one of her stories Èherefore she can be

several things at once. Even when as a character, V. may play only a minor ro1e,

as a metaphor for violence she domínaËes most of the historical plots.

Fopplts síege is one of the best of the fíctionalisecl histories of the novel.

As well as being a reconstruction of Èhe violence of South West Afríca of L922

which recalls the Herero genocíde oÍ. 1904, the siege also becomes a metaphor

for Muních in the dying days of the l^leímar Republic. Like lfunj-ch the siege is

a "cíÈy dyíng of abandon, venality" 236. It also represents Europe before the

Second l{orld trrlar, as well as recalling the sense of international siege prior to

1914.

A cutious crew were thus thrown together. Mang, of courset vlere German:
tich neighbours, visitors from Flindhoeck and Swakopmund- But
there were also Dutch and EngTish from the llnion; Italians'
Austrians, Belgians from the diamond fiefds near the coastì
French, Russian, Spanish and one Pofe from the various coîners
of the earth; al-l- creating the appearance of a ting European
Concfave or League of Nations assembfed here whi1e political
chaos howl-ed outside. 235.



The siege is a míniaturísation of the rvaning

desperate attempt to protect and return to a

Because ít is an artíficially closed system,

revealing inti.mate human interactíons, which

relations.
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of European coloníal power and the

dyíng nineEeenth century lífesty1e.
t.he siege is a perfect vehícle for

reflect the larger historícal

Mondaugen is the Stencílised narraÈor of the tale, as well as being its major

character. Initially, he is completely out of touch wíth any kind of polltics

because of his preoccupatíon wiËh his science. Thus he is peculíarly susceptíble

to Fopplts and l,Ieissmanrs fanaticism. Foppl ís obsessed wíth the events of

1904 and von Trotha, the German general sent Èo oversee the slaughter of the

Herero and HottentoÈ tríbes after their loosely united rebellion against theír

colonial conquerors ínthat year. His murderous nostalgia reflects the risíng

tíde of nationalism in Germany during the Depression, which reached its heíght

under Hitlerts skilful manípulatíons. I^leissman, who assumes a major role of

evíl ín Gravityrs Raínbow, has already placed hís faith in Hitler, Nazism and

Fascism as the means by which Germany will regain the po\¡rer that she had had in

places like S. I{. Africa before the Great I¡Iar. As he tries to enlist Mondaugenrs

support, he accurately prophesies the future European imperial íntenÈions of the

comíng regime. Nor is lulondaugen completely untouched by the recent defeat and

economlc humíliation of his country.

,For the first time since hearing about the Treatg of VersaiLTes
in detaiT, l"Iondaugen found hinsel-f ctqing- 260.

He Ís moreover connecÈed with Ìfunich at Fasching, to which the siege is

frequently compared.

His gradual identification with Foppl and Weissman occurs through dream and

íllness. In a dream about Fasching, Vera appeaïs as a curse laid on hím and

the whole ciÈy. Her name to the reader, sensítised as Stencil, is irnmediately

suggestive. Deliríous wíth scurvy, the atmosphere of the síege and V.ts curse,

Mondaugen re-dreams Fopplrs lífe as a soldier in 1904. The result ís an

ímaginative construction of the possible pyschology that results in mass murder.

In bofh V and G.R., Pynchon visualises colonies, particularly Ëhe African coloníes'

as the dark places of I^lestern civílisation, where European Èaboos and inhibitíons

can be forgotten. In South West Afríca, this happens to include the sense of

the sanctity of human life.

'ftts impossibTe to describe the sudden reLease, the comfott'
the Tuxurg; when gou knew qou coul-d safeTg forget aTL the
tote-J-essons gou'd had to fearn about the val-ue and dignitg
of human Life

Til-l- we've done it, we're taught that it's evil-- Having
done it, then's the struggle: to admit to goutseTf that
it's not reaLLg evil- at a7l-. That Like fotbidden sex it's
enjogable." 253.
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Von Trotha, like Hitler, permits the luxury of savagery. As wíth the Jews, the

Hereroes are seen as an inferior race, who can be seÈ asicle and tortured as

scapegoats if they do not fit the master plan. Pynchonfs vision is

genocíde represents a release from all the constraints of conscience'

the human world to its simplest terms: them' and us'

vlhen a man wants to appeat potiticaTTg motaT he speaks of
human brotherhood. In the field gou actuaTTg found it.
you weten,t ashamed. Fot the first time in twentg geals
of continuous education-to-gui7t, a guiTt that had nevel
rea77g had meaning, that the chutch and secul-at enttenched
had made out of whoJ-e cToth; aftet twentg gears simpTg not
to be ashamed. 252.

that the

and reduces

The underlying attractíon of the violence is the símplicity of a lífe without

moral imperatives. At the same time, the extermination of the natives becomes

a mechanícal one; once begun the boredom and predictability of it further erodes

the sense of mutual humanity. Through Fopplts memoríes and ín the claustrophobic

siege itself, Mondaugen díscovers the process of dehumanisation, from rage and

luxury, through mechanism and boredom, to a sense of natural order which makes

any return nearly irnPossible.

UsuaTTg the most gou feJt was annoUanceì :"' You have
to obfitetate its 7ife, and' the phgsical act, the
obviousness of the act, the knowtedge that this is onTg one

unít - a seemingTg infinite series, that kiTling this one
won't end it, vÌon't teJ-ieve gou f rom having to kiTL more
xonor\ow, and the d.ag aftet, and on, and on... the futiTitg
of it irritates gou and so to each ind.ividuaT act gou bring
sottething of the savagerg of miLitarg boredom, which, as

ang trooper knows is nightg indeed. 264'

As r^¡ell as the growing savagery of boredom which adds to the dehumanisation of

the victíms, a sense of a ne¡,r order of relationships gro\^rs.

,It dawned on gou s7ow7g, but the concl-usion was irtesistibTe:
gou were in no sense ki77ing. The voluptuous feeTing of
safetg, the delicious Jassitude gou sent into the
extermination with was sooner ot l-ater tepTaced bq a vetq
curious - not emotion because part of it was obviousLg
a Tack of what we cofllmonLg ca77 "feelingi" - "functional
agreement,,, wouTd come cfoset to it; operationaT sgmpathg. 261.

As the old moral order disappears in luxurious abandonment to killing' a

relationshÍp develops betrveen víctim and oppressor. In Fopplrs mínd at least,

this is based on the apparent acquiescence of the oppressed to theír status

as thÍngs to be extermínated. A sense of fitness results from what is already

happening. The killer in his ovm imagínation becomes an instrument of destiny.

'Things seemed aLL at once to fafl- into a pattetn: a great cosmic
fluttering in the bLank, btigltt skg and each grain of sand,
each cactus spine, each feather of the citcTing vuftute
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above them and invisibTe mol-ecul-e of heated ait
seemed to shift imperceptiblg so that this bl-ack
andhe'andheandevetgotherb]-ackhewou]dthence-
forth have to kiTL slid into alignment, assumed a set
sgtnmetrgt a dancelike poise- 264'

The native work camp to which Foppl and Mondaugen eventually go also anticipates

the Nazí concentratíon camps. Here Foppl loses, his momenÈ of grace and the

brutality resumes its impersonality and tedium. On the sterile and ugly coasÈ'

the lack of community, and senselessness of Èhe work, bríngs him to the ulÈimate

poínt of the destructíon of human order. The loss of Sarah represe-nts the

f ailure of his last attempt t.o make contact with the people he rules. I^IiÈh the

fi¡al triumph of the non-human principle, the whole universe reveals its

índifference to hím.

The true nature of mass-slaughter and its factory-like ratíonalisatíon ín World

hlar II is uncovered by these colonial adventures.

If a season l_ike the great RebefTion ever came to him again,
he feared it couTd never be in that same personaT, random
arrag but rather with a Jogic that chiTl-ed the
comfortabTe perversixg of th'e heatt, that substituted
capabilitg for character, deTiberate scheme for poTitical
epiphang .... where finatLg humanitg was reduced
to a nervous, disquieted., forever inadequate but indissoLubl-e
popuTar Front against d.eceptiveTg unpoTiticaf and appatentlg
minor enemies, enemies that woufd be with him to the gtave:
a sun with no shape, a beach afien as the moon's antatctic
''...' the inertia of tock, the ftaiftg of ffesh, the
structural unrel_iabilitg of thorns; the unheard whimper
of a d.ging woman; the frightening but necessarg crg of
the strand wol-f in the fog. 273, 274-

The destruction of human relationshíps through the selfdefeaËing one between

killer and killed, affírms the random and indifferent control of the ínanimate.

The world of things appears to take on a hostile atËitude because of the wilful

assertion of death, and proves itself intractable to any human endeavour.

Death becomes a victory for the índifferent world beyond the hierarchy of the

concentration camp. It makes no distinction between conqueror and vícËím'

As Mondaugen in hís illness dreams of the brutal past with its inherent prophecy

for the future, the siege itself displays a símilar decay of moral human order.

As well as using the Bondels for toïture and amusement' the guests also begin to

use each other. Mondaugen begins to feel a sense of ouÈrage, and an awakening

sense that this sickness is a general one and has polítical as well as socíal

consequences. He wonders :

if he coufd eveT escape a cunse... to become suttounded
bg decadence no ntatter what exotic tegion, notth or south,
he r¡and.ered into. It coul-dn't be onTg Munich, he decided
at some poi.nt: ÍloÎ even the fact of economic depression.
This was a soul_ depression wl'tich must suteTg infest Europe
as -it infested this house. 277.
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lfhen it seems that Vera has won even Godolphin to her evil, whích is the <lecaders

evíl, Mondaugen escapes ínto the bush with a native.

Vera is one of the V. clues and as has been mentioned she is only one of several

aspects of V.; Helga Vogelsang has a V. name, and tempts Mondaugen also. As

well as Vera, Vheissu reappears as a major motíf ín thís plot. Godolphin and

hÍs romantíc adventures have appeared in the novel before; in Florence 1899

the story of Vheissu emerges from his confession to Victoria, another major V.

figure, and t.o Mantissa who has hís own obsession with V. as Botticellirs Venus.

Vheíssu represents the original impulse of the coloníal experience. It is 
I

important because it stands for the irnaginati-ve coilponent in the physical

díseovery of Ëhe unknornm. Vheíssu symbolíses both Ëhe truths such an exploration

might be expected to hold for the ídealistlc, ancl also the ultímate deníal of

such epíphanies. For Godolphin, Vheíssu is the final destructíon of the whole

notíon of a central truth that can be found through quest and romance. The

anarchy and chaos of its surface belies even Ëhe idea of a heart of darkness,

fictionally identified by Conrad in the colonial experience. The colours and

constant re-arranging of forms refer only to themselves '

The urge to explore extends beyond a desire for economic possession. It involves

a search for Èhe se1f, as r^1e11 as a fundamental order beyond the artificial one

of cívilisation. Godolphin is an adventurer in this old, romantic sense.

Taunted by Vera, who claims that the siege is Vheissu - that the dream leads to

destruction - Godolphin denies the validity of such quests at all in the modern

world.

"There's been a war, prÅul-ein. |lheissu was a luxurg,
an induTgehce. Í,le can no Tonger af ford the l-ikes of
Vheissu."

"But the need' she ptotested, "its void- What can
filf that?"

The reaT thing , ... whethet we l-ike it or not
that war desttoged a kind of privacg, perhaps the
ptivacA of dream. Committed us ... / to wotk out
thtee o'cl-ock anxieties t excess of chatacter, politicaL
haTLucinations on a J-ive mass t a teaf human popuTation'
The discretion, the seÌ?se of comedg about the'i¡¡heissu
comedg with us no moret our !.fheissus are no Tonger out
ot^lnt or even confined to a citcfe of friends; theg're
pubLic propertg. God knows how much of it the wotl-d
wiTJ see, or what Jengths it wilL be taken to. 248.

Once Vheissu becomes part of a public illusion about the world its inherent

chaos and níhilÍsm leads to destruction, To this extenÈ Vera is right in seeíng

that the events in S.l{. Africa are the result of such dreams of possession and

transcendence.
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Like rnany of pynchonts extended metaphors, Vheissu is highly suggestive, and also

extremely vague. The ultimate mysteríous manífestation of Vheissu occurs in the

Antarctic. In the frozen \^rastes, Godolphin hopes to escaPe from his vision of the

poíntless movement of Vheíssu. Despite the revelation of nothíngness in the

ríot of colour, he still seeks the still heart of the world. The discovery of

the Vheissuan spíder monkey in the ice is his final discovery that the quest for

the absolute is only a "dream of anníhilation" 206. Like V. the coloured spider

monkey is an unrecoverable relíc. IË ís a part of the inexplicable alignments

of the ínanimate world whích seem so suggestíve to human destiny. However if

humanity tríes to pattern ítself in the same v/ay, madness and chaos results.

Godolphinfs repudiation of the romantic quest teaches others who are also obsessed

with their o\,rn V.ts. Mantissa leaves the BotËícelli Venus in the gallery in

suddj:n recognition of the doom ínvolved in loving an abstracËion above all e1se.

He realises that Godolphinrs discovery of the meanínglessness of his search for

Truth, applies to his adoration of the painted goddess. For some' hor¿ever, the

knowledge is not tragic, but a source of wonder, amusement and acceptance. Cesare,

ínvolved in the plot to sËeal the Venus, reflects on the events wíth comíc

phÍ1osophy.

,what an amazing worTd it sti7l is, whete things and peopTe

can be found in places whete theg do not beTong' I " '
In the room of Lorenzo Monaco, he remembered amazed,
before BotticefLi, s Birth of venus, stiTl bTooming putpTe
and. gag , there is a hol-l-ow Judas tree. 272 '

Godol.phints presence at Fopplrs síege, ho\nrever, makes it obvious that Godolphin

has not been able to escape the fatal charm of Vheissu. He has been drawn back

to colonial Africa in the hope of buying a cheap boat in order to resume his Pol'ar

exploraÈions. Although he fully realises the hallucinatory aspect of Vheissu

and its terrible po\¡üer once it becomes public property' he cannot resíst his own

need to explore. Already susceptible to V., he succumbs Èo Vera and the

oppressive atmosphere of evil. It is Èhis, as well as the fake --lJtttgenstein

message contained in the sferics' Ëhat gives Mondaugen the impetus to escape'

V. implicítly represents a deníal of the statement "The world ís all that the

case ís". She ís a metaphor for the desires of those who seek a higher prÍncíp]-e,

or wish to lose themselves in something outside the self. As a personal dream,

she is harmless and necessary' but perverted by por¡ler, V. becomes a preference

for the simplicity of the inanímate over the human. In Pynchonts novels, i

transcenclence of any kind leads to a loss of self. On a publíc scale, this leads

to a l-oss óf humanity. Foppl sought such a loss of self and only promoted and

díscovered death. V. tempts men on quests which are ulÊímately evil. As such,

she becomes a metaphor for all aspects of the misdirected policies of the tíme,

personal and public.
úJ.&&.L¿J-J-¿e
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III

The 1956 Ner,r York sections of the novel take up Èhe hístorical themes and metaphors

in a contemporary and realistíc settíng. V. does noÈ appear except as tantalising

clues or in connection with Stencil. These secÈions centre Õir Profane and

his temporary alliance with a bohemian sectíon of Nev¡ York, who must surely be

ín part a satire of the BeaÈs in the late 50 t s. In thís half of the novel some

new themes emerge as well as ner¡r aspecËs of those of decadence and violence.

These are explored with regard to personalíties and the problems of day to day

lívÍng. A contrast Ëherefore exists between the symbolic, generalísed V.-storíes,

and the more characterised, internalísed plots set out in the novelrs present.

Here pynchon is much more concerned with the problems of creativÍty in the modern

world. The llhole SÍck Crew are the group of characters he invents parÈly Lo

explore his vision of the role of art and thought. It is clear thaÈ the trnlhole

Sick Crewts pretensions to intellect are negated by their inherent conformity.

They are unable to make anything ne\^r or really escape old structures. Moreover,

they use metaphor in the worst possible way. They do not perceive new realiËies

in their art or their conversatíon. Their rearrangements are idle and secondhand'

But theg produced nothing but tal-k and at that not verg
good talk... or this technique for the sake of technique
... or parod.ies on whax somebodg efse has done. So

much for Art, what of Thought? The Ctew had deveToped
a kind of shorthand wherebg theg couTd set ang visions
that might come their wag. Conversations had
become l_ittl_e more than proper nouns, Literarg alTusions,
criticaL or phiTosophicaT terms tinked in cettain wags" "
This sort of artanging and rearranging was Decadence, but
the exhaustion of aLL possible permutations and combinations
was death. 298.

pynchonts view of the modern urban intelligentía is extremely scathing. The

fmportance of shiftíng pieces of knorvledge around is acknowledged - sílence and

death are at leasË held off - but the lack of depth and unity ín the Crewrs

phílosophies and lifestyles reflects hís pessimism v¡ith the state of the

intellectual. In this sense, he would oppose within hís fíction the notion

of other writers like John Barth of a "literature of exhaustion". To decorate

lazíness or decadence with names is to condone intellectual defeat. lJhat chances

there might be for new insights and originality are smothered before they are born.

The l^lhole Sick Crewt s decadence is tied back to the historícal decadence that

surrounds V. In this way, their inabilíty to create takes on important social

consequences. Stencil sees a similarity between the Catatoníc Expressionists

ancl the people of the siege at Fopplrs :
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t.. . . / he saw here the same leprous pointiLl-ism of ortis
root, weak jaws and bl-oodshot eges, tongues and backs of
teeth stained purpTe bq this motning's homemade wine
tossed to the earth to join a traiL of similar jetsam -
the disembodied. pouts or smiTes which might serve, pethaps,
as spoor for next generation's Crew '... ì. 296'

The mechanical pleasures which lead into cruelty and slaughter at the síege are

lÍnked to Èhe lack of intellectual rigour and vision of the l^trhole Sick Crew.

Both end ín a degradatíon of the vital functions of humanity.

A sumnary of the major themes of the second section ínvolving Profane and his

companions further illustrates those already discussed in detaíl in the fírst two

sections of this chapter. The theme of decadence and íts cult of the less-than-

human ís a part of the imagery of the tinanimatet which pervades the novel and

which affects nearly every character. As has been shornm, decadence and violence

contríbute to and are the result of a sense of history that is both arhiËrary

and impersonal. In these sections, the metaphors of the machine and mechanism

reflecÈ the dehurnanisation of modern history with íts violence and mass terror.

The rnark of evíl in a character is delíberate alígnment with the mechanícal. V. 
,

herself becomes more robotlíke, and j-n one of her possible disguíses as the Bad

príest, is able to dísmantle compleiely. The díplornat Bongo-Shaftesbury frightens

Victoriars sister on Èhe traín by Èhe swítch ín his arm. Waldetar, the conductor,

thinks of hím :

If theg are what I think; what sort of wotfd is jÈ
when theg must l-et children suffer.'

Even sympathetic characters are taÍnted wíÈh an objecÈ-fetíshism; Rachel has

her M. G., although her abílity to love makes her one of the most successful

human beings of the novel. Benny Profane, on Èhe other hand, regards himself

as a schliemihl precisely because he cannoË make the mechanical work for him :

'he couLdn't work a transitt ctane, pagloader, couTdntt
7ag bricks .. . hadn't even l-eatned to dtive a car'
He wafked; waLked he thought sometimes, the aisl-es of
a gteat bríght supermatket, his onlg function to want' 37'

Violence is seen as the most profoundly anti-human actívíty' not only beeause

it deals in death, but, as discussed in Fopplrs siege, the killer forgets his

own humanity through the destructíon of others and becomes machine-like. Profaners

imaginary conversations wiÈh the S.H.O.C.K. and S.H.R.O.U.D. robots at Anthroresearch

AssocÍaËes ís the expositíon and sunrnary of Pynchonrs vision of the twenÈíeth

cenÈury:

S.H.R.O.U.D. begins:

'Acres of ofd cars piled. up ten high in rusting tjers'
A gravegard for cars. If I coufd die, that's what
mg gtavegard woufd Look fike.
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(Benny) ,, I wish gou wouJd.- Look at gout masquerading f ike a

human being. You ought to be junked' IVot burned
ot ctemated."

(Shroud)',Of course. Like a human being. Now temember, tight
after the war, the Nurenbutg war trial-s? Remembet the
photographs of Auschwitz? Thousands of Jewish colpses,
stacked up Tike those poor o7d cat bodies. schTienihf.
Itts aLreadg started." 295.

Ifhere indívidual deaths become genocide, human life as a prínci-ple becomes

unímportanÈ and like machines, junkable if necessary.

Schoenmaker, on a smaller scale, regards the human body as an assembly of not-

quite-perfect parts. His original mission, to alleviate suffering, which comes

out of his horror about war mutilaËions, becomes perverted ints a near pathological

inability to accept the appearance of people. YeÈ hís deterioratíon of purpose

is linked r¿ith hís helplessness as one indívidual in the face of the world, and

the continuing aggression of humanity.

Having heard his vocat-ion on the embattied wind, Schoenmaker's
dedication was toward repairing the havoc wrought bg agencies
outside his own sphere of responsibiTitg. Others - politicians
and machit?es - carried on waTS; others - on the highwags,
in the factories - undid the work of nature with automobifes,
niJling machines, other instruments of civiLian disfigurement-
Vthat coufd he do toward eLiminating the causes? Theg existed,
lormed a bodg of things-as-theg-are; he came to be affficted
with a conservative faziness. It was a social- awateness of
a sort 101.

It ís clear that we cannot condemn such a compromise, given the sheer limiÈaËíons

of personal influence. I^Ihere Schoenmaker goes hlrong is ín further preying upon

the insecuriËy of others in the world. Pynchonts pessímistic realism extends

to the world of natural objects. He begins the fourth part of Chapter 10 with

an interlude of sËatistics about natural disasters. Some of them are machine

induced, but most of them deal \^/ith floods, fires, earthquakes, typhoons. He

concludes :

These were the mass-deaths. There wete the attendant
maimecl , malfunctioning, homel-ess, Torn- It happens
everg month in a succession of encountets between
groups of livingi ancL a congruent worfd which simplg
doesntt care. 291.

Pynchonrs achievemenÈ in the conËemporary sections of the novel is in buílding

up a subculture out of bar rooms, tenements, sevüers, clubs, to evoke an atmosphere

of frenetic aimlessness and deprivation. The chapters that deal with Profane

are thus cyclical. IÈ all begins with Benny ín a bar wl-rich he then has to flee:

"Where we going" Profane said.

"The wag we'Te heading" said Pig. "Move Vour ass-" l-7 '
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and ends r^rith hím running in Malta :

Later out in the street, near the sea éteps she inexplicablg
took his hand and began to tun Hand in hand with
Btenda whom he'd met gestetdag Profane ran down the stteet

.../ momentum al-one carrging them towatd the edge of Malta,
and the Ì,Iecliterranean begond. 455.

There is no exposition, only continuing movement, the predomínant image for

which is yo-yoÍng. Profane is a bum, an anti-hero who can never be turned

back Ínto a hero as tends to happen to anti-h.to.". ' Lazy, he derives his

sense of life and his purpose from perpetual movement. Though he does not

change, there is a growi-ng sense of decay through hi-s and the Crewrs stories.

At the end, Profane is alone again, collecÈing stray acquaintances, but havíng

left the only socíety he knew in New York. Much happens, but at the end

Profane is very honest about what it has all meant :

"Profane didn't have to think longr
"IIo" he said "offhand r'd sag I haven't featned a

goddam thing."

The novelistic assumption that life teaches progressívely is desÈroyed in all

of Pynchonr s fiction. Things happen to Profane because he ís alive and keeps

moving, but that ís all. Pynchon believes in neither romance nor adventure

in the swashbuckling sense. Sadness is the most dominant feelíng between the

part.ies. All the characters live ín a twilight world where the safe assumptíons

of an established society - for instance, that love exists, that relatíonships

lasË forever, that life has a discoverable poínt - do not apply.

The difficultíes of defining love is one of the novelrs themes; there are many

couplíngs, but líttle affection. I,rlhere it exísts, keeping the autonomy of the

índivídual alive becomes very difficult. I^Iomen are still very much the holders

and givers of love and caríng, buË ambivalence exists about theír motives and

the results of theír emotions.4 There are several references Èo their passivíËy

whích makes them dangerously close to Ínanimate objects. Fina and Esther become

victims, allowing their integrity to be destroyed, unable to survíve for them-

selves. Rachel wonders whether it ís the only way thaÈ relationshíps exist.

tlhat is it, she thought, is the wag Nueva York is set up,
then, freefoaders and victims? Is there this Tong
daisg chain of victimisers and victims, sctewers and sctewees? 49.

Rachel ís one of the most successful lovers of the novel. Significantly, she

remains aloof from the Itlhole Sick Crew, excepÈ for those who are underdogs.

Paola, who provides the link to Malta, one of the centres of SËencílrs quesÈ,

is also capable of deep tenderness. She Èoo escapes from the atmosphere of the

Inlhole Sick Crew, although her reunion with her husband, Pappy Hod, seems an
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equivocal soluÈion. The debased consciousness of the llhole Sick Crew robs

them of any capacity for real feeling, or índeed real love for anything at all.

Ihe pattern woul-d have been famil-iar - bohemian, creative,
artg - except that it was even further removed ftom
realitg. Romanticism in its furthest decadence: being
onTg an exhausted impersonation of povertq, rebeTTion and
artistic 'souf' . For it was the unhappg fact that most
of them worked for a living and obtained the substance
of their conversation from the pages of Time magazine and
Tike pubTications. 57 .

They are specifically linked to and contrasted with Stencíl through his

disgusÈed a¡ralysis of them :

Perhaps the onLg reason theg survived, StenciJ teasoned,
was that theg were not afone. God knew how mang more
there wete with a hothouse sense of time, no knowledge
of fife, and at the Íercg of Fortune. 57.

The irony ís, of course, that Stencil ís not ultimately so very different.

His sense of time ís hothouse because it centres around V., he is nearly as much

aÈ Èhe mercy of fortune as Profane, except for his belief ín the meaning of

hís life. Stencilts unity--- comes from hís faith ín conspíracy: hÍs sense

that there is an underground organisaÈion for whích V. is the priesËess.

Eígenvalue sees his paranoia in a metaphor of teeth, which incidentally is one

of the bízaxte minor elements of the novel.

Cavities - the teeth occur fot good Teason, Eigenvalue
refl-ected. But even if there are severaT per tooth,
there's no conscious organisation thete against the Life
of the pufp, no conspiracg. Yet we have men Jike StenciT,
who must go about grouping the worfd's tandom caries into
cabaJ-s.' I53 .

Superstítion and paranoia are protectíve devíces for other characters too. 
\
\

Profanets portrayal of himself as a schliemihl is a defense against his

helplessness against a hostíle world. Rachel ís dubious abouÈ it as a way of

lookíng at life :

You've taken gour own fTabbg, clumsg soul- and ampJified it
into a universal- princiPJe.' 383.

Profanefs fear of ínanimate things leads him to endow them wíÈh life opposecl to

hís own. YeÈ while he appears to be afraid of the mechanical and non-living

world, he ís attracted to it by its simplicity. Profane is wary of people and

of commitÈment to them.

'Could ang of their resistance be measuted in ohms?
Some dag , please Gctd, tltere wcsul-d Lte itt aLL -
electronic woman. Inlagbe her name woul-d be Viol-et.
Ang ptobTems with her, gou coufd l-ook it up in the
maintenance manuaL. ModuLe concept: fi-nger's
weight, heart's temperature, mouth's size out of
toferance? Remove and replace was al-L. 385.
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Benny tends to see \¡romen as accidental objecLs that happen to hím in the way

broken shgelaces and dropped dishes do. He feels threatened by love because

ít is an insistence of his hunanity.

gIhg did she have to behave fike he was a human being?
lfhg coutdn't he be just an object of nercg -

Thus Profane half r¡rants to sink ínto the non-living world. It is the f ear of it

too which keeps him on the street. He ís terrífied of being dismantled like

a rnachine. His version of the quest is linked wíth the recurríng image of the 
)

street where he seeks a painless merging with the world. !

To Profane, aTone in the street, it woufd aTwags seem
magbe he was Jooking fot something too to make the
fact of his disassembltl pTausible as that of ang
machine. 40.

Profaners search for transcendence is thus similar to the quests of other

characters. As well as his ambivalent paranoi.a about the objectíve worId, he

attempts to construct a sense of rnyth, in the same l¡lay as Stencil .

In one of hís allígator chases in the se\¡/ers, the underground of the street,

Profane hopes for an epiphany brought on by the memoríes of a story told about

the sewer. The legend of FaÈher Fairing and Veronica the rat línks to Stencilrs

histories of V. Completely reduced to abs'urdity, the story ís a saÈíre on

relÍgion and faith

The stories bg the time Profane heatd them, wete prettg
much apocrgphal and more fantasg than the tecotd itseff
warranted. At no point in the twentg or so gears the
Tegend had been handed on did it occut to angone to
question the ol-d priest's sanitg. Ît is this wag with
sewet storjes. Theg just are. Ttuth or falsitg doesn't
appLg. 120.

Like myths, the story simply exists and relies on acceptance and tradition for

íÈs force. Unlíke rnyth the sewer story does not explaín anything fundamental

about lífe; faith has become credulity, imagination has turned to bízatte and

unsupporÈed fiction makÍng. Profane tries to link the story vríth his ortm

American tradiËion to concoct a sense of wonder in himself:

fn Independence Hal-l- in Phi7Lg , when the floot was tebuift,
theg Teft part of the original, a foot square, to show the
tourists. "Magbe" the guide woufd te77 gou "Benjamin
Frankl-in stood right there or even George líashington" -

Profane on an eighth grade trip had been suitabTg impressed-
He got that feefinq now. l-23.

Lacking a real selìse of history, which has been replaced by cheap commercialism,

Profane cannot have the revelation he hopes for. Instead he does his job:

ki1ls the alligator which has found itself there through Èhe whims of fashion.
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profane does try to make the most of his occupation, and to derive from iÈ a

sense of purpose and unity. Angel and he attempt Ëo impress t\,¡o girls wíth their

stories of alligator shooting.

Togethet on the stoop theg hammeted togethet a mgth.
Because it wasn't born from fear of thunder, dreams,
astonishment at how the crops kepx dging after harvest
and coming up again everv spting, ot angthing else verg
permanent, onTg a temporarg interest, a spur-of-the-
moment tumescence, it was a mgth ricketg and transient
as the bandstands and xhe sausage pepper booths of
Iulutberrq Street.' 142.

Because Profane and most of the characters with which he- ís surrounded are

rootless and urbanísed they are incapable of imaginatively apprehending a

structure outside their o\nrn Èranscience. Sewer sÈories and fake íntellectualism

take the place of real creatívity. Eíther they live at odds with the world,

like Profane, or can only face it through paranoia, like Stencil.

Some of the characters do their best to struggle free and find a golden mean

in which they can líve. Rachel tries ít through love and by taking ín the sad

and incomplete and helpÍng them through their lives. McClintic Sphere, too'

attempts to find love, and is in many v/ays one of the sanest characters in the

novel. He ís musically talented, and is moreover dedicated to experímentatíon

and fíndirìg nevr forms. Despíte the facË that he ís patronised by whites and the

phonÍes at the V-note c1ub, he maí.ntaíns a certaín digniÈy and integríty. He

sees that ít ís not necessary to be crazy to be artistíc and creative. In his

affaíx wíth Paola-as-Ruby-the-prostitute, he tries to balance j-nvolvement wiÈh

respect and fríendship. He too has trouble believing in love, but he tries to

care and to remain sÈable within himself.

Significantly, he develops his own prívate metaphor to help him. Tt is derived

from the electrical components of a computer brain, the Processes of which he

does not entirely understand. What ís important, is that he perceives a certain

similariÈy of terms and of process between a computer brain and human behaviour.

Even though hís facts may be a little \¡rrong, the point is that the metaphor

becomes true. It is a \¡¡ay of thinking in its or.¡n right and remains valid as long

as ít enables him to perceive somethíng he r¿as unable to formulate clearly before.

Like Schoenmaker, Sphere does not understand why humanity has to swing between

extremes, or as he puËs it in his new terminol-ogy, between "flip arrd flop".

Although Schoenmaker is corrupt, he has seen the extremism of history very clearly:

Al-L of which went to support his private thesis that
correction - along aLL dimensjons : sociaf, polit-ica7,
economic ' entaiLs retreat to a diametric opposite
rather than ang reasonabfe seatch for a goTden mean- 103.
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Sphere wants to find the mean between neurosís and indífference. The fake cool

of the post\^/ar years has supplanted love and honesty, but Èhe opposíte of cool

seems to be personal craziness and publíc ü74r.

tRubg, what happanedafter the wat? That war,
the world fJipped. But come '45 and theg fTopped
..- no 7ove, no hate' no worries, no excitement- 293.

yet love too can be a species of neurosis and unbridled ernoËions lead to chaos.

The idea of love ís an insufficient panacea for the complicated affairs of the

world. He cannot find a real answer to the dilemrnas he defines. Ruby becomes

Paola and leaves hím for Pappy Hod and Malta, further emphasising the lack of a

'rhappily ever after" ending.

the onTq wag clear of the cool/crazg flip fTop rtas
obviouslg sJow, frustrating and hatd work. I'ove with
gour moutà shuÈ, help without breaking gour ass oî
pubTicising it: keep cooL, but care."

Spherers realisrn will not a11ow him to fall for auy mystícal solutions to the

problems of the world.

r....r taking for granted some wonder drug someplace to
cure that town, to cure me- Now thete isntt and nevet
wil-L be. Nobodg is going to step down ftom heaven and
sçIuare awag Roong and his woman, or ATabamat ot South
Africat ot us and Russia- Thete's no magic words- Not
even I Tove gou is magic enough- Can gou see Eisenhower
teTTing Mafenkov or Kruschev that? Ho-ho'. 366-

f¿¿¡¿J--?-J--r-J.

As has been shor,¡n, the stories of V. are more elaborate metaphors for the Èhemes

of the rest of the novel. In the followíng section of this chapter, elose

examínation will be given to the Fausto Maijstralstory ín the V. tradítion, as

one of the central episodes of the novel. His voice is the nost personal and

coherent of both parts of Èhe novel. His diary account of his wartíme experíences

in Valleta, Malta, ís crucial t.o the whole. As a writer who cleals with the

past through language and metaphor, he fuses together t.he repetitíve Pre-

occupations of the novel. Significantly too, Mai-jstralts díary ís in Ëhe form of

a confession left as a legacy to Paola his daughter. Legacies are the most

irnportant kinds of gifÈs in Pynchonts canon.

As an artíst, Maijstral 1s extremely preoccupied with the problems of process.

Hís self conscíousness is heíghtened by beíng Maltese. Malta ís, wíth Vheissu

as its syrnbolic chaotíc other, the central- place of the novel. I{istorically it 
I

ïv
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is famous for its síeges and its periodic sÈruggles for independence from various

masÈers. By a trick of geography, an otherwise insignificant and ínhospitable

rock has had an important role ín the history of llestern civílisatíon, aË times

as much sl.rnbolic as actual. Itaijstral líves through the last great siege of

Malta. During the Second l,Iorld l{ar, the importance of retainíng Malta as ParÈ

of the allied forces was due to its position allowÍng key passage to Brítish

shípping through Èhe waíst of the Mediterranean. Victory in North Africa

agaínst Rommel was linked to MalÈats extraordinary resistance Éo ltalian and

Luftwaffe bombing.

Maijstral and Paola are seen as an integral part of Malta, and their endurance

in lífe ís línked to the islandts endurance through a very long history.

MaijsÈral ís the name of the prevailing seasonal wind that blows from the north-

east; Paola is the name of a tow-n firsÈ laid out in 1626. They have, therefore,

a locus and a traditíon that very f'ew of the other characters possess.

The confessíons begin with an attempt to define the writer and his environment.

The human being has significance, the room none, except for the activiÈies of

the consciousness v/ithin it. Maij stral is concerned with identity and the

past, and his relationship to both through metaphor.

'l/e can justifg ang apoTogia simpTg bg caTTing Tife a

successive rejection of personalitjes. No apologia
is ang more than a romance - hal-f a fiction - in which
aLl- the successive identities taken in and rejected
bg the writer are treated as sepatate chatacters-

The writing itseff even constitutes another rejection,
another 'character' added to the past. So we do
sel-l- our souls : prging them awag to historg in
l-ittl-e instafments. It isn't so much to pag for eges
cfear enough to see past the fiction of continuitg, the
fiction of cause and effect, the fiction of a humanised
historg endowed with 'Teason'- 306-

This íc1ea of history that is not organised and cannot be explained by simple

structures of cause and effect ís taken up and extended ín G.R. It is also

the summary of the visíon of history in V, whích is shown as being unreasonable,

inhumane and accidental.

The themes of history, decadence and inanimateness are worked through the varíous

stages of Faustots personality, which he perceives and names as four stages.

The encourrter wíth the Bacl Priest is the climax of and the motivation for the

confession. The Bad Priest exísts as an t'actual" character, but ís in fact

a kind of walking symbol gíven the attríbutions of a physical beíng, and whose

very bizarreness is a part of her metaphorical dimensÍon. Faustors loss of

faith ís línked to the batÈering of Malta and to the dismantling of the Bad

priest, who is completely decadent. The poisoning effects of the prÍesÉrs
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notions of sin are specífícally linked to the misuse of metaphor.

This was parabTe, the Bad Ptiest toLd het, metaphot
tor spirit's cancer. But the MaLtese mind,
conditioned bg its Tanguage is unreceptive to such
tal-k. A77 ng ELena saw was the disease, the
Literal- sjckness. Afraid I, or our chil-dren woufd
reap its tavages. 3l-4 .

Faustots sense of rvhaE art is, is also a summary of the novelfs attempts to come

to terms wíth fiction and creativity. Through hís experience of war, Maíjstral

moves away from epiphanies and metaphors into a different kind of Poetry.

''Poetrg had to be as hastg and rough as eating, sTeep
or sex. Jurg rigged and not as gracefuf as it night
have been. But it did the job. Put the truth on
tecord. 'Truth' I mean in the se-¡lse of attainabLe
accuracg. No metaphgsics. Poetrg is not
communication with angeJs or with the 'subconscioust .

ft js contmunication with the guts, genitals and five
portaLs of sense. Nothing nore.' 378.

The problems of personal ídentíty, which íncludes that of the poet' are linked

to and are a part of the problem of hístorícal humanism.

I know machines that are more compl-ex than people.
If this is apostasg, hekk ikun. To have humanism
we must first be convinced of our humanitg- As
we move further ínto decadence this becomes mote
difficuLt. 322.

Fausto traces his personal development in Èhe same metaphorical terms expressed

Ín the rest of the novel. His self-consciousness leads hím to the same images

half arËiculated by other characters. One of the minor metaphors for modern

life is that of the street, whích Fausto sees in much the same ways as Profane.

'The street of the 20th centurg, at whose end or turning
- we hope - is some sense of home ot safetg. -. A street
we are put at the wrong end of, fot reasons best known
to the agents who put us there. If there are agents-
But a street we must wafk a desert' ot a tow of
false shop fronts; a slag pi7e, a fotge whete the fires
are banked, these and the stree¿ and the dteamer, onLg
an inconsequential shadow himseff in the Tandscape,
partaking of the soul.Lessness of these other masses and
shadows: this js Èhe 20th centurg nightmare- 324.

Maijstralts vision is an extremely pessimistic one, and where it is the same as

Pynchonrs, tends to make the novel a 1ittle self-indulgent. The romantic vier¡

of the artist as hero has been reduced to the ídea of an irnpotent ghost Ín Èhe

tr¿entieÈh century,

Fausto lives with metaphor as a constant problem of perception and self-

determinatíon. Through consíderíng it, his bleak idea of the poet is

strengthened.
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'Living as he does much of the time in a worfd of
metaphor, the poet is acutel-g conscious that metaphor
has no vafue apart from its function; that it is
device, an artifice . Fausto's kind are afone
with the task of Tiving in a uni.verse of things which
sinpLg are, and cloaking that innate mindl-essness with
comîortabLe and pious metaphot so that the 'practicaT'
hal-f of humanitg mag continue in the great Lie 'confident that their machines, dwelfings, streets and
weather, share the same human motivest personaf traits
and fits of'contrarjness as theg It is the
'rofe' of the poet, this 20th centurg. To Lie - 32 5-6 .

It is Èhis minor strain in the novel, the possibility of accePtance of things

as Èhey are, which provides a little balance to the fear of the world often

evinced by the characters. To MaíjsÈral, metaphor ís opposed to such a

recognition. Knor,rledge of metaphor may lead through to such an acceptance, but

its function is to protect rather than reveal. The poet is the true knower

but he mus¡ be a deceiver and maintain the illusíon of metaphor rather than

using meËaphor to reveal the reality. Maijstralts view of humanity ís a low

one; \^7est.ern man ís too feeble and frightened to acce.pt his place among things,

and has used art as a myth to keep the Èruth from penetrating.

Linked to this disillusion with art is a truth finding act, is lÏaijstralrs loss

of faith, which also does not occur as the poets night wish us to see it.

Losing faith is a complicated busjness and takes time.
There are no epiphaniesr no 'moments of ttuth'- It
takes much thought and concenttation in the Later
phases which themseTves come about through an accumufation
of snal-f accidents: exampTes of general injustice,
misfortune faTTing upon the godlg ¡ pragers of one's
own unanswered. 330.

FausËo is of the older generation and still has a faith to lose. The children

of the siege, and by analogy of the twentieth cenÈury, inherit a differerit cast

of mínd. They independently construct an underground society of their own and

ínterpret their uni-verse in functional rather Èhan anthromorphic ways.

For al-l- their dirt, noise and roughnecking the kids of
Mafta served a poetic function. The R..A.F. game was onlg
one metaphor theg devised to veil- the worfd that was---
It was biding time; it was poetrg in a vaccuum - - - These
chiLdren knew what was happening: knew that bombs kiLLed.
But what's human after aLl-? No different ftom a church,
obel-isk, statue. onJg one thing matters.' its the bomb

that wins. Their view of death was non-hlTman- One

wonders if our grown-up attitudes hopeJesslg entangTed as
theg were with fove, sociaT forms and ntetaphgsics worked
ang better. CertainTg there was more conmon se.¡?se about
the chiLdren's wag. 332.

At the same time that the tr,¡entieth century is a slicle into decadencer a move

away from trying to ansr¡rer the question t'i,Jhatts human?", íts legacy is this

conmon sense and acceptance of Èhe sheer existence of the uníverse. The
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chilclren are free from the trappings that burden percePtíon: free to make their

ovm meËaphors. Their reactÍon to the disassembly of the Bad Priest, callous

at the physlcal level, aE the symbolic level is a refusal to be impressed by

artefacts. "She comes apart" is a statemerit of fact that reflecÈs their

scepticism abouÈ God, the agents of faith and myths in general.

One is forced to conclude that Pynchonts view of modern society and the history

that brought it into existence is a deeply pessímistic one. Through highly

charged metaphors, his exploratíon of the major features of the twentieth century

is one of íts crimes, its emptiness and íts inhumaníty. Yet t.he purpose of such

a bleak vision, and Èhe inventíve symbolism whích characteríses it, is a radícal

one. Pynchon ís concerned wíÈh the qualiËy of life and deeply concerned at the

loss of the individual in a mass society. In V, flawed Èhough it is many r¡lays'

whích will be discussed ín the conclusíon of the thesís, Pynchon has written

a ne\d and challenging kínd of historÍcal novel.

-t-&^L-L&¿-L¿S¿
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CHAPTER 3

THE CRYING OF LOT 49

Lot 49 is the shortest of the three novels, and ín its plot and imagery pattern,

the most int-ense. Some critics have felt iËs brevíty to be a disappointment,

preferring the epic style and lavish metaphors of 9:8. Others, like myself,

ultimately prefer the sirnplicíty of Lot 49, whích is in fact deceptive.

Structurally the novel is markedly different from either of the other r¿orks.

As has already been discussed at length in the previous chapter, V falls into

tv/o parts. Roughly one half is a contínuous narrative, while the other is a

I'mad time searchtt of self contained historical scenarios. G.R. moves even

further from the traditíonal novelístic relationships of plot - theme -
character. Though Slothropts quest ïuns more or less throughout the novel,

there ís little continuity overall. The t'major" characters and plots are

interspersed wíth many diversions. The list of characters alone is formidable

and well needs the work of compílatíon undertaken by Scott Símmon.1 Lot 49

however, is a contínuous simple narration. The narratíve direction is identical

wíth Oedipats quest, and there are almost no diversíons from the single time span.

The quality of the novel and the intríguing intellectual puzzLe ít presents,

1íe noL so much ín its experinients with style, as in íts refusal to solve the

arnbiguíty of its o\,ün system. The novel is therefore far from beíng simplístic'

although ít has a refreshing sirnplicity. It never presents a cornplete moral

from Oedipats obsession. t:_p-togress and end of the novel , as with Èhe quest

itself for the Tristero, lies in the díscovery of its orun possibilities of

meaning. Th,e intellectual challenge of the novel comes from the examinatíon

o! lhe means of interpretation of events, which the reader díscovers in turn

through the novelts ovm riddles of interpretation.

Thís is achieved through metaphor. Lot 49 is the novel which ís most apparently

cjncerned with the problems of an individual's relationshíp wíth the world

through explanaËion and descrÍption. Metaphor as one of the prímary línguistíc

and philosophi-cal methods for characterisíng exisËence is the basis of Pynchonrs

created worlds. In Lot 49 the action',. the meaning and metaphor are closely

interËv¡ined. The plot both suggests and conceals meaning and, as well as

contaíning índividual metaphors, ís itself a metaphor illustrating the dífficult

processes of the imaginatíon. The success of the novel- is almost entirely clue

to its ability to maintain the tension between the three elements of actíon,

)
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meaning and metaphor. As with a detecËive story, of wllic.h Lot 49 is in some vrays

a parody, a reader always remains interested in the unravelfíng mysteríes of the

p1-ot. The real purpose of its obscurity emerges from the attempt to locate its

meaning. The metaphoric intenEions of the novel become evident fi:ont Ëhe im-

penetrable ambíguiÈy of the events. Most of all, Oediparq s-!atqs- as an unreliable

detective, which will be discussed later, forces the reader to reassess her

concluslonb and also to consíder the syrnbolic aspecÈs of her quest.
(¿'t u ;

Oedipa Maas is sÈarÈed on her quest by a legacy left Èo her by an ol.d lover.

As co-executor of the wi1l, her research is on one level into the extent and

influence of the estate, whích quickly proves to have conspiratorial and siníster

connections. From here, the quest quíckly expands. The uest motíf as a

narratíve device contains an element of seeking and/or purifying the true self.

For Oedipa, the legacy is the excuse to begín a search for possibili-ty in her own

life, whích extends ínto the sËate of America generally. She is ripe for such

a legacy, and ít is this psychological readíness which makes her susceptible to

the suggestiveness of the bequest.

Lilce Stencíl before he discovers V., she is nearly asleep. Her life, swÍftly

but tellingly sketched in her shopping for and preparatíon of a 'meal, is

rítualised and predictable. Her marriage consists of a series of tacit agree-

ments for non-communication. The flashback to her affair with Pierce Inverarity

makes it clear that her past had been no different. Even that supe-rficially

adventurous and flexíble relaÈionshíp failed to rescue her from her sense of

c.qplivity. She is a victirn of a fractured fairytale: a Rapunzel withouÈ a

prince.

There had hung the sense of a buffering, insuLation, she
had noticed the absence of an intensitg, as if watching
a movie, just perceptiblg out of focus, that the projection-
ist refused to fix. And had also gentTg conned herseLf
inEo the curious Rapunzel - Like role of a pensive gitT
sontehow, magicalTg, prisoner among the pines and salt fogs
of Kinneret, Jooking for somebodq to sag heg, 7et down
gour hair.' 10. 2

IIer situation ís not entirely self-inflicted. I^lith her recognition that the

prínce, Pierce, has noÈ rescued her at all, she has realised that escape is not

a matËer of physícal adventure. H

condition of life itself.
er sense of imprisonment f-ies deep ín the

'Such a captive maiden, having pJentg of time to think,
soon reafises that her tower, its height and atchitecture,
are Like her ego onþ incidental-: that what teafTg keeps
her where säe is is magic t anongmous and maligrtant, visited
on her from outside and. for no reason at aff. Having no
apparatus except gut fear and femafe cunning to examine
this formless magic, to understand how it works, how to
measure its fieLd strength, courtt its Lines of fotce,

.',ft
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she mag faff back on superstition, or take up a useful
hobbg fike embroidergt or glo mad, or marrg a disc
jockeg. If the tower is evergwhere and the knight of
deLìverance no proof against its magic, what efse?' 77

In a sense, the Tristero System ansr¡rers herrtwhat else?". It is ítself also the

outcome of a state of mind equally ready for magic, madness or escaPe. The

romanÈic rnyths thaE traditionally rescue damsels in distress are dead or false.

Something else ís required to take their place. As with the girls in the

Rernedios Varos painÈíng, Oedípa is ready to create a wor1d, a Ëapestry to'fil1

the void.

4t the.-same Èime her quest actually begíns to give her the apparatus with which

lq..9nder"stand her imprísonment. It also allows her to see that others besíde

hersel-f are also ímprisoned in various r^rays. Her enquíry thus goes beyond her

)

(i'

¡

._or: "go 
and inÈo the world itself. 

"Oedipa 
is notably a vict-im of the passivity

whích the romantic myth of femininity requires. There are no prínces and

moreover Èhey probably never existed. Tl-re very terms which cause her to wait

for rescrre make up the prison from which she cannot be rescued from outside.

Because of her prescribed role she lacks, or is not allowed, the means to explore

her st-aËe. All she has are native, instincÈive gifts of fear and female cunning.

Roger B. Hencklets somewhat contemptuous dísmissal of her as a bored líttle

housewife misunderstands her characterisation as a rnToman trapped in a completely

anachronístic, inacËive role, and also as a representatíve of a larger malaise

in America.3 It ís true that the male characters do not necessaríly fare any

better in the novel, but they are at least expected to have activities to fill

theír lífe. Oedipa has nothing worthwhile to be, or even do. Even her high

level of education has not fitted her any better for the decade in whích she

fínds herself.

"She moved a stranger, wanting to feeL tel-evant but
knowing how much of a search through al-ternate universes
it wouJ-d take. For she had undergone her own educating
at a time of nerves, bl-andness and retteat this
havìng been a national. refLex to certain pathoTogies in
high pLaces onlg death coufd cure Where were
Secretaries James and Foster Among tltem theg had
managed to turn the goung oedipa into a lare creatute indeed,
unfit perhaps for marches and sjt-jns, but just a whiz at
pursuing strange words in Jacobean texts. 76.

Just as she says later that she uses the U. S. Mail because she was not taught i

dífferently, Oedipa has only been allowecl to see the exísÈence of a síngle system

ancl has instead to survive ín a world of varíety and írrepressible accídent. i'

The legacy serves ín one way to teaï auray Èhe insulatíon that is oppressing her.

l{hat is síngly discovered in ít remains problematical to the end. It ís the

process of discovery and the ne-w perspectives that it engenders that Ís of prime
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ímportance, although Oedipa herself ís never completely a\,,lare of this. , Þh. chiefly

legrns throughout her movements thaÈ other peoplers líves contain Ehe same vague

helplessness as her ovm. Because it j_s çtre _Tristero which forces her Ëo look

at those around her, the System can itself be seen as a metaphor for the attempts

of those who seek an alternative 1ífestyle. For insÈance, the formation of the

alternative mail system under the symbol of the posthorn represents methods of

communication outsíde the pre-determined ideas and institutions of America.

The nature of Oedipats revelations comes out in her progressive díscovery of a

life of resístance to the apparent surface of America. This talces many forms

and the further Oedípa looks the more Ehey appear to proliferate. Up until the

end of the novel the real meaníng of the freaks and theoríse-rs that she meets

remains unresolved.

Either gou have stumbl.ed indeed onto a sectet richness
and conceafed clensitg of dream; onto a network bg
which Americans are ttulg cotnmunicating whiTst
reserving their Lies, recitations of routine, arid
betragaTs of spirituaT povertg for the officiaf
government defiverg sgstem, maqbe onto even an
alternative to the exitfessness, to the absence of
su.rprise to Life that harrows the head of everA
Ametican gou know, and gou too svteetie. Or gou

ate haLl-ucinating. Ot a pTot has been mounted against
.qou.... 728

Oedipa never finds the easy ans\^rer to whaL she Èhinks she has seen. Nor does

she fínd tire way in which she can learn to belong. The search uncovers only

more clearly the topography of her own aloneness, which drives her close to

sgí9ife.ancl rnadness. Throughout her atteurpts to discover the truth in the legacy

_shg__is left, one \^/ay or another, by all of trer possíble allíes: l{,etzget, her

husbancl and Hilarius through madness, Driblette through death. Typically'

Oedipa sees this too as being a possible consequence of a malignant outside

force, and fears that harm will come to others with rvhom she Èries to conmunicate,

such as BotEz t.he lecturer and Cohen Èhe stamp exPert,

Like Oedípa, many of the other characters also tr:y to determine v¡hether the

principle of Ëhe world is active or passive. If active, Ëhe dilemma is to

cleÈermine whether oï not it ís malígnant, and íf passive, to fit in with co-

incidence, accident and ímpersonal patterns of laws. Most of the characters

create metaphors - knowable structures - as the means of explaining their lives

to themselves. They too are obsessed with signs líke Oedipa. However, unlíke

Oedipa, m.any of t-hem seem happy to accept another single point of viev¡ to rep

the one they already have. She cannot be content with Èhis. I'lefastis, Fal

and Arnold Snarb malce up a version of life based upon a symbol r,¡hich gives ít

lace

'coherence and authority.

lop
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IË is on Èhis basis of creating nev/ versíons of life that Pynchonts favourite

concept, paranoia, takes its effect. Paranoia ínvolves a sympathy wíth, as

,.fi "" a fear of, the possibility of a power ouÈside the obvious maínstream of

life. America has become infamous in some ways for its conspíracy theories'

which are an aspecÈ of the paranoíd kind of thinking. Paranoia is linked

intírnately with the ability to create meÈaphors. {ike Fallopian is the first

of Oedipats encounters with a paranoid. He has evolved an explanatíon of Arnerican

hístory r¿hich ís similar to some of the conspiracies ín V. The society which

he represents goes beyond the accepted versions of the pasË and believes in a

new ínterpretaÈion which ít finds, fiEs more satisfactorily. The maíl system

they have creaËed as a gesture against Ëhe establishment does not in the end

convey any real communication. IÈ is an íncongruous and slightly comic form

of resistance. Fallopian however, uses his study of private enterprise mail

delivery as a metaphor to explain his víew of Èhe way in whích insËitutionalisatíon

ín Ameríca had arisen:

'He found it begond simpTe coincidence that in of aLf
gears l-861 the federaf government shoul-d have set out
on a vigorous sDpression of those independent mail-
routes stiJ-1, surviving He saw it aff as a parabTe
of power, its feeding, growth and sgstematic abuse ("')

Oedipa found hersel-f aftet five minutes sucked
utterTq into the Tandscape of evif Richard V'lharfinger
had fashioned for his L7th-centurg audiences ' so pre-
apctcalgptic, Ceathwishfuf , sensuaTTg fatigued, unptepared,
a l_ittl_e poignantlg for that abgss of civif war that had
been waiting, cold and. deep, onTg a few gears ahead of them'

35.

He ís struggling through a heightened sense of conspiracy to the detectíon of a

motive behind separated evenÈs which may explaín the manner of the rule over

his life.

At the same time that Oedipa ís starting to discover the extent and influence

of Inverarityts estate, further coincidences blossom that feed her paranoía

and lead her further into the quest. The most Í-mportant of these ís her díscovery

of fnverarityts interest in the charcoal made of the bones of G-I.rs killed in

Italy during the war. This just happens to coincide with the plot of a Jacobean

play beíng staged in San NarcÍso. Oedipa and luletzger, much against his wíll'

then go to see ít because of its strange fíctional símílarity to facËs. The

Couríe:: I s Tragedy , made up of course by Pynchon, ís the central event of the I

novel. The playts bizarre and complícated plot, narrated in great and often

inconsequential detaíI, echoes the coincidence fraught plot of the novel of which

ít is a part. Pynchon obviously believes in an atmospheric affínity between 
I

tr¿entieth century America and seventeenth century England before the civil war zl

44-
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ThÍs could easily be a description of Pynchon's vision of his own plots and

characters. It is sensual fatigue and historical unPrepare-dness that pervades

V, for instance, ín íts picEure of a society aligned wíth death and poverty

stricken ín love and in art.

The Courierts Tragedy is an excellent imitation and parody of a Jacobean play;

it conÈains explicit violence, horríble and protracted vengeances, and has a

pervasive sense of evil and betrayal. Si1nilarly a growíng sense of the evíl is

created in the novel, which results from Oedipats fears of the malignancy of Èhe

Tristero. At the same time, it forms the landscape in which some kind of

índividual resisÈance can be expressed. This duali stic aspect, of evil and

escape, is partly a consequence of Oedipafs uncertainty about how control is

beíng exerted from outsíde. In the play, the silent figures of Triste-ro are

agelt: and metaphors for forces of destruction and retributíon outsíde the action

of the characters in the drama. Oedipats research into the play is not only a

míniaturisatíon of her search but also reflects the readerts search for meaníng

ín Lot 49. The coincídences ín the play serve to emphasise Oedipars simultaneous

desire for and fear of, connections. The curiosíty tllat the fiction engenders

in her starÈs the quest ín earnest.

Tiction and literature are perhaps the most extended metaphors we use for inter-

pr_etíng an_d relating to the world. Pynchon is particularly concerned with the

r¡ritten word and íts effect on the imagination. The play' as a fiction witbín a

fíction, casts a further tantalising light on the novel becattse of the símílarly

íntense atmosphere and its own ambiguity of meaning. IÈ consumes itself in

víolence, and by íntroducing a supernatural element creates a sense of evíl or

destiny beyond the wills of the characters. The r,¡orld of the play ís at the same

tirne essentially go<lless and chaotic; the contínuity, íf it exists, is beyond

understanding and anarchistic in iÈs nature.

Oedipa believes that the play as a fíxed plot must have a discoverable motíve.

Driblette, the producer, is dismissive of her víerv of literature :

You came to tal-k about the plag" he said "Let me

discourage Aou. It was wtitten to entertain people-
Like horror movies- It jsn'Ë fiterature, it doesn't
mean angthing '... 54-

The írony about literary values is exÈended by Dribletters impatience wíth

Oedipats persistence in trying to find out something about the background of the

play.

"vlhg?" DribLette said at 7ast, " is evergbodg
so interested in texts?"

"You don't understand (...) ,or-l't, Like Purixans
about the Bibl.e. So hung up with words, words (---)
Theg'Te rote nojses to hoLd l-ine bashes with, to get
past the bone barriers round an actor's memorg, right?

Ì
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But the realitg js in this head I'm the
projector at the pTanetatium - . - If I were
to dissol-ve in hete | . . . what gou saw'tonight
woufd vanish too. You, that part of gou so
concerned, God knows how, r^tith that l-ittLe worl-d,
woufd also vanish. The onlg residue in fact woufd
be things Vlharfinger didn't Lie about But
theg wouLd be traces, fossifs. Dead, minetaf, with-
out val-ue or potential You can put togethet
clues, develop a tltesis or severaJ., about whg

characters reacted to the Ttistero possibiTitg the
wag theg dicl, whg the assassins came on, whg the
bl-ack costúmes. You couJ-d waste qour life that
wag and never touch' the ttuth.t' 54t 55, 56.

Conspicuous among the char:acters of Lot 49, Driblette has a non-paranoid view

of life, which derives from his refusal to read a text any more deeply than it r

appears. His interest Ís in projecting a world suggested by language' but

beyond public entertaínment, hís view of motivation and reasons for certain kinds

of behavíour is subjecÈive. He is right to a certain extent Ín warning Oedipa

about her símplistic ideas of truth and the human imagination. But Oerlípars

curíc;i*or about the possi-bility of connections ís far preferable to MeÊzgerts

desertion of her, for instance, to sít in the car whíle she make-s her enquiries.

Moreover, as Bortz'te11s her later, words can be Èa1ked about, where peoplets

lÍves are mysterious. Her search borders on hallucination yet ít is a movement

and represents a need to see and understand more. This is the only means she

has to break out of the prison Ëhat has held her. Her courage, as well as her

paranoí-a, lies in her willingness to t.ackle the fant-asy and with it, the possibílity

of complete alienation.

It is here that Pynchonrs ambivalent attj-tude to metaphor 1ies. Fer quest is

an affirmatíon of the importance of being sensitive to connections and patterns.

It is also an exposure of Oeclipars desperate unwillingness to accept that the tru

may well be ín thíngs as Èhey seem. At the same tíme, Pynchon is not optimístic

ábout the chances of completely escapíng from the corporation mind and the

conformíty of society in general.

Koteks is another paranoid net by Oedipa.\-
t'teamr^rork'r ethíc of Yoyodyne Enterprises.

outlet for his creative abilíties, but only succeeds in findíng a crackpot scheme

He, too, is part of the unde,rgrouncl that Oedipa ís gradually uncoveríng. His

belief in the Nefastis Machine introduces Oedípa to another metaphorical system

of thinking. It also re-emphasíses the abuse of metaphor which ulÈimately forms

another clead end for the believer.

Maxwel.lrs Demon was oríginally an illustration to assíst an investigaËion into

the Second Law of Therrnodynamics. 
q Koteks and Nefastis have ignored or mis-

understoocl its metaphoric j-ntention and turned it into a literal figure which

A-^ .(-

He is an engineer stifled bY the

He tries to find some alternative

-1'
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can be re.ached by faith. l3y deliberately turnirrg the explanatory and imaginatj-ve
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value of the Demon ínto a superstition, Pynchon shows what happens, at the most

extreme edge, when metaphors are taken for realíty. Oedípa ins!ínctively

distrusts their obsession :

"sorting isn't work?"oedipa said. "Tel-f them down
at the post office' gou'TL find gourseJf in a maif-
bag headed for Fairbanks, ATaska, without even a

F&AGILE stjcker going for gou." 62.

Though she misses the point scíentífica11y, which Koteks quíckly corrects' þ_:t

lÍteral common sense parallels and shows the absurdity of their literal minded
1

fantasy. AË the same time, she ís given more information which she can use

metaphorically herself. She also gains an ínsight into the accidental quality

of metaphor, where things are made to appear the same or símilar, but are in

fact so because of the external perception creating a relationship :

"Entropg is a figure ofospeech, then a metaphor-
It connects the worLd'r¡\hermodgnamics to the worfd of
information ffow. The Machine uses both. The Demon

a makes the metaphor not onTg verbaTTg gtacefuT, but
also objectivelg ttue."

"But what if the Demon exjsts onTg because the
two equations l-ook aLike? -Because of the metaphor?" 78.

Yet she wishes too that she could believe in theír hallucinatíon and thus

particípate in their metaphor.

The true sensitive is the one that can shate in the
man's hafl-ucinations, that's al-l-. How wonderfuf
theg might be to share.' 79.

The fmpossibility of findíng out or identifyíng wíth othersr minds gror^7s on her

as she tríes to discover the truth of the connections she thinks she sees.

The very search itself produces more and more coíncidences which gíve the

íllusíon of leadíng the quest onv¡ard wíthout at any stage substantiatíng a

truth beyond itself. s

She coufd at this stage of things, recognise signaTs' -...
as the epiTeptic is said to - ,.... announcing his seizure.
Afterward it js onlq this signaT, realTg dross, this
secuLar announcement, and never what is reveaLed duting the
attack, that he remembers. Oedipa wondeted whethet' at
the end of this she too mlght not be l-ett with onJg
compiTed memories of clues ' announcements, intimations, but
never know how mang times sucå a seizure mag aLreadg have
vi.sited, or how to grasp it shoufd it visit again. Såe

saw for the verg first time, how far it might be
possibTe to get l-ost in this - 69 - 

lî, _/ ,. , , -_t | ,.i ì.i

The sensitivity of Oedipa to clues and revelatíons is compared to the epilepticts

feeling before an attack. A further ambiguity is added to the uncertainty of

Oedipats thoughts. Mor:eover, she contínually has to rely on other indiviclualsr

memor ies and selective interpr:etations.

I
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She thougltt Ìtow tenuous it was, Tike a Tong white
hair, ovet a centurg Jong. Two verg o.7d men.
Al-l- these fatigued btaincel-l-s between hersel-f and
the truth. 68-

The discovery of "truth" depends heavily on the mechanics of perception.
I^Ih;;; a character believes that he has seen an important relationshíp in the

"ì."Tã-ãround 
hirn, it is not possíble to pass the quality of the insight onto

some-body e1se. For example, the formation of Inamorati Anonymous by the

executive rejected by the system that made him, íllustrates the nature of
idiosyncratic realisations. The founder is iniÈially saved from suicide by

recogniLion of absurdiÈy. Through his interpretatíon of Èhe accidentally seen

posthorn as a sign meant for him, he then quite arbitrarily decídes that love
ís the cause of his alienatíon. The I.A. becomes an underground society
dedicated to the undermining of peoplers belief in love, and hence savíng Ëhem

from suffering.

"Think of it A whoLe underworfd of suicides who
fail-ed. All keeping touch through the secret deliverg
sqstem."' 85.

This community of isolates is linked together by its rejecÈion of involvement.

Rather than form an alternatíve socíety, they have completêly dropped all soci-al

lnteraction.

O,edípa r¿ants instead- to be il:g{e*d. She finds, however, during her wanderings,j

through the night, thaÈ Èhere are only more outcasts and freaks associated with,'1
the Tristero.

'Decorating each aLienation, each species of withdrawal, as
cuffJink, decaL, aimless doodTing, there was somehow
alwags the posthorn. She grew so often to expect it that
perhaps she did not see it quite as often as såe was fater
to remember seeing it. 9L

Through these repeated doubts about Oedipats memory, the reader feels s
f<. !', '"
cept'ical

about the precise objectivity of her discoveríes, while partícípatíng in an

authentíc atmosphere of mystery and secret life. In her search for the symbol

of the post horn, Oedipa discovers an underground of forgotten people, who while
ostensibly makrnSup the society of the republíc, are completely withdral¡n from its

I
I

¡

activíties.

Oedípars need to reach out and communicate r¿ith one of these outcasts Ín the spirit
of Tristero, leads her eventually to the old sailor. Made defenseless by all
she has seen, she has finally a true revelatíon of her own through her ínsight
into the sailorts mortality. It is here that she finally synthesises the knowledge

she has learnt from others, and constructs metaphors of her oran to descríbe Èhe

endless ísolation ancl mystery she has discovered.

r]-' .1. :
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She remembered. JoIn Nefastis, talking about his machine,
and massive destructions of infotmation. So when this
mattress ffared up around the saifot the storedt
coded gears of useJ-ess.ness, eatlg death, seff harrowing,
the sure decag of hope, the set of al-1" men who had slept,
whatever their Lives had been, woufd trulg cease to be,
forever, when the mattress burned It t¡as as if she
had just discovered the irreversibTe process . 95-

She understands entropy and the eventual end of the universe, whích the last

words refer to, ín her vísion of the finality of the death of one man and the

extinction of ínformatíon in the form of memories. The burning of the maÈtress

is a metaphor for unrecoverable loss through both death, and the unrelíabilíty

and fragílíty of experíence and history. It ís at this point too, that she

realíses Èhe peculiar properties of metaphor.

She knew because she had heTd him, that he suffered
D.T.'s. Behind the initiaLs was a metaphor, a

del-irium tremens , a trembl-inq unfurrowing of tlte mindt s
pTowshare. TþS_p-ai,nt whose water can Tight Jamps , the
cTairvogant whose Tapse in recal-f is the bteath of God,
Éhe ,Érue paranoid for whom al-l- is otganised in spheres
jogful or threatening about the central puTse of himseff,
the dleamqr whose puns probe ancient fetid shafts and
tunnefs of truth al-l- act in the same speciaT refevance
to the word, or whatever it is the word is thete,
buffering, to protect us from. The act of metaphor
then was a thrust at truth and a 7ie, depending where
gou were: insid.e, safe, or outside, 7ost. Oedipa
did not know where she was- 95.

Miracles are attaíne-d when things or events alígn perfecÈly. A relationship

Ís pulled together through t::anscendence, madness or divine inspriation. For

instance to Jesus Arrabel, the Mexícan revolutionary, Inverarity Ëhe Amerícan

capitalíst, hTas líke a miracle because he was so perfectly in opposition to his

own beliefs, and also of course, so perfectly necessary to them. By appearing

so simply to be a representative of an unredeemed and visible lifestyle'

InverariÈy teaffíxms in Jesus a cause in rvhich to purely and permanently believe.'

Such símptícíty and unclouded revelation{-r.eextremely rare. The novel suggests

that such certainty êC.úu¡.g orily Ëo Èhe menËally outcast. The drunkard, the

salnt, the paranoÍd, and the artíst participate ín a different world and believe

in an order higher and purer than that of reality. The saint has attributed to

hírn the pov/ers of achíeving the physically impossible; the clairvoyant ís free

from tíme and the lirnítations it places on the perceptions; the paranoid sees

hlmself as the centre of the universe. The artist manipulates language and the

reality it represents, creating new relationships from old and thus a Ëestimony

to the possibilities of seelng different orclers wíthin the existent one.

Whether the meËaphor - the nerv order - appears true or not, depends upon an

acceptance of its terms. Like miracles, rnetaphors require an act of faith.
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The elect and the excluded, as an inversely elect, can accept the metaphor as

being a description of the truth. In Ëhe novel, most of the characters go further

and perceive the metaphor and the truth as being equivalent. The new order is

not a description, it exists ín itself. Those outsicle it ¡¿ill only see it as

a lie or delusion. Pynchonrs view of the artíst, who is both inside and

outside the metaphor, is that his ecluivocal staËus gíves him a sirnultaneously

heroíc and sordid aspect. Like Maijstral in V, the artist exísts either to

uncover the truth through the possibilities of language, or Èo create metaphors

as a means of not seeing, By layering one creatíon over another, metaphor,

indeed all language as metaphor, acts as a protection from reality - things as

they are. Yet the act of metaphor, of imagining higher orders and different

relationsl-rips, is a necessity to the human imagination.

I¡lith characteristíc eruclítion, Pynchon further extends the metaphor which begíns

Oedipats thoughÈ; he audacíously creaÈes a ne\¡I visíon out of the similarity of

the shorthand for delirium tremens and that of calculus, a favouriÈe source of

metaphor 2

" dt, God. heJp this ol-d tatooed man, meant al-so a time
differentiaT, a vanishingJg sma77 instant in which
change had to be conftonted at fast fot what it was,

. where it coufd no Tonger disguise itself as something
Ínnocuous fike an average rate; where veTocitg dwel-Led

in the projectile though the projectiLe be frozen in
midf7ight, whete death dwefLed in the ceLl- though the
cel-l- be fooked in on at its most quick- She knew that
the saiLor has seen worfd.s no other man had seen if onTg
because thete was that high nagic to Low puns, because
D.T.'s must give access to dt's of spectra begond the
known sun, music made pureJg of Antatctic lonefjness
and fright. But nothing she knew of woul-d preserve
them or him. 96.

pynchon is prepared to take lícense with all kinds of knowledge. He extracts

special meaníng from his translation of calculus into human Èerms through the

t'1ow pun" vrhich unifies the derelictts life r¡íth Lhe laws of the non-living

world. The air of the fantasÈic which pervades Pynchonts work is to some

extent due to the lengths to which he will go to drar,r out a similaríLy between

scíentific explanations and a characterts pr:ogress and philosophy. It is

evident, too, that he regards the filtering down of esoÈeric, "puret'knowledge

ínto day to day metaphors, as havíng a slow but certain irnpact on olrr perceptions

of 1ife. This becomes particularly evident in G.R. where the Pavlovian,

mechanical view of the world is beíng opposed to one described in terms of

randomness and statistical laws.

In any case, Oedipa recognises through the metaphor she makes, ttre r:ealiËy of

.._ínevitable change, and ínevitable loss in the form of the uniqueness of the índividua

She sees that she cannot ever knov¡ anot.her mants mind or experíence. She is
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reminded of this yet again rqhile she is still attempting to find the motivation

for Dribletters Tristero lines. The academic to rvh¡iJ¡i she goes for help, Bortz

Ís a believer in the reality of words. However, he too ís sceptícal of

explanations in human affairs that rely on cause and effect.

"lThenr" oedipa concfuded, "something must have happened
in his personal l-ife, something must have changed for
him drasticaTJg that niqht, and that's whax made him
put in the l-ines."

"Magber" said Bortz, "tnagbe not. You think a man's
mind is a pooT tabl-e?" ' f l-5,

È ¡rL ¡]*: iit1,

/nsiSiurilarly, her psychíatrist, Dr. Hilarius, shows her the inauthenticit of belíeví

ín a símple system for Ëhe rnind. From her night journey onr¿ards in the novel,

Oedipa has desperately Èried to díscover the realíty of her quest. Líke Nefastis

and the mach iner.. Fallopian and his socie-ty, Arrabel and hÍs revolution"-*D{:
rHil_a_Iirrs too, had tried to believe in, and work for, a system that would solve

r a]l problems,

't'I tlie¿l to submit to that cantankerous Jew, ttied
to cuftivate a faith in the fiteraf ttuth of evetgthing
he wrote | . . . '' And part of me ntust have teallg wanted
to beLieve - Like a chi.fd heating in safetg a tal-e of
horror - that the unconscious wil-7 be Tike anq other

' room' once the Tight was fet in. That the datk shapes
woul-d resofve onlg into tog horses and Bietdemager
furniture. That therapg coufd tame it after aI7,
bringing it into societq with no fear of its somedag
reverting. I wanted to befieve, despite evetgthing
mg Tife had been." I00.

Hílarius had become a Freudian as a penarlce for his part in Nazism, and in the

hope that such evil could be eradicated completely from the human mind by syste-

matic nreans. The system fails him because it does not.a119w-ê.complex view and

possíbílitieg 
-_f_'o_r 

mystery. Evil, too, is a peculíarly human invention that

cannot be solved by mechanistic solutions. It is too alígned with the subtleties

amd secr:ets of the human mind which defies símplístic analysis.

"Buchenwald, according to Freud, once the Tight was
l-et in, woul-d become a soccer fieLd, fat chiLdren
woul-d. Learn f fower arranging . .. I in the strangJi.ng
rooms." 702.

Oedipa ís guilty of emotive sËereotyping when she 1abels him "Hitler Hilarius'r.

In fact, the advice he gives her lines up perfectly with-tlg se.nq.e -of alíenation

,from society she has had herself, and the- cliscovery she has made of peoplets

attempts to find a'lternatíve sets of beliefs:

"I came", she said, "hoping gou could tafk me out of
a fantasg."

"Cherish it!" cried HiTarius, fiercel-7, "Vlhat eLse do
ang of gou have? HoLd it tightl,l bq its TittJ-e
tentacl-es, don't fet the Freudiarts coax it awag or

¡

J
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I
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the pharmacists poison it out of gou. llhatever
jt js , hoLd. it dear, for when gou Jose it gou gro

over bg that much to the otJre¡s. You begin to
cease to be." l-03.

Hilarius affírms the importance of ideals, and the power Èo imagine other worlds

and thuS other ways of seeing. I^Iithout such an ability there is no defence

against ggnformity, which eventually flattens exísÈence into a kind of living

death. ìloreover, the uniqueness of each life depends upon the qualíty of the

{

I

experiences of the person, which are essentially incommunicable. Unfortunately,

Hilariust advice does seemr to a certaín extent, to be a defence of irrationalíty,

or at Èhe very least, non-rationality. Tþ. dangers of thís as a method of self

determination are shown by Oedipa's near collapse, as well as the retreat inÈo

paranoia she has observed in other charactersr fantasies. 
.,.,?.;í,i[ 

j-tl

Typícally, the pr,.r,blem of what type of action is appropríate in these circumstances

remaíns ambíguous in the novel. I{uchors Èranscendence, for ínstance, r^lhile ít ì

relieves hin of anxiety and the fear of the void symbolísed by the N.A.D.A. car 
\

lot sígn, also cuÈs hím off from the world and its variety. The unity he believes i

he sees through L.S.D. is too compl-ete. His new vísion of the world lacks

discrimínation and diversity, where he erroneously believes that one thíng ís

exactly the same as everything else. He has lost the sense of separated events,

which includes the all important realisation of the unrepeatable nature of human

experience. In Èhat senser anxíety, even paranoia, is essential to a sense of

life and a large range of emoËions and perceptions. Yet a retreat into complete

paranoia, that is, a too firm belíef ín onets own version of 1ife, is ultímately

as sterile. It Èoo rules out conmunication with others, by an insístence on

complete solipsism, and d-er-ries variety as ¡¿e1l as Èhe understandable vitality of

other metaphors. As ín V, Pynchon is affirrning a golden mean.

Oedipa tries to seek a balance, wanting to avoid a complete disappearance

into paranoia, but unable aÈ the same tíme to deny the mysterious possibílíties

contained withín the blossoming of the Tristero system. t_o-some extent, her

dilernma is the result 6f being too accustomed to a dialectic way of categorising

things. She continually sets up either/or types of explanations and has

difficulty escaping from cause/effect relationshíps. AË the same time, she

feel:s betrayed by Fallopianrs ultra-rationality, which she associates with a

resurgence of neo-Nazism. His suggestion that she work out what she really

knorvs and what she has only ttassumed" seems reasonable enough and her reaction

ís certainly a líttle hYsterical :

evergbodg's changing on me. But it hadn't
gone as f ar as hating me. 126.

Jh1 loint is, of course, that she has gone beyorrcl such a simplistic organisatíon

of thínking. She has painfully learnt Èhat ít is not entirely possible to be
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absolutely sure of knowledge. For ínstance, she becomes íncreasingly reluctant

to even verify her sources, and though a history of Thurn and Taxis is recon-

structed, she does not check its authenÈicity. Her fríghtened over-reaction

serves to emphasise the idea that "knowíng" ís not a matter of a clearly delineated

one to one relatíonship wiËh reality. Cons_tructíng explanatory models depends

heavily on intermedíaries: conveníence, language, memory, intuitíon, guesswork.

For Oedípa, such a díscovery is very nearly shatt.ering. The tornrer that encap-

"q1¡?g ¡er represented saf ety as much as a prison; the adjustment to insoluble

uncertainty is very difficult for her to make.

In one way, she becomes a representatíve of the painful failure of the American

dream and íts original belief in freedom and variety.

Pierce mag have owned tåese factoties too. But
did it mattet now if he'd owned al-l- of San Narciso?
San Narciso was a name, an incident among our
cl-imatic tecords of dreams and what dreams became
among our accumul,ated daglight - storm sgstems
of group suffering and need, prevaiTing winds of
afffuence. There was the true continuitg ...'
she had dedicated hersel-f to making sense of
what Inveraritg had feft behind, ne.ver suspecting that
the legacg night be America. 134.

As she tl:aces the growing neÈwork of Èhe legacy, she has in fact found tlìat its

scope and complexities correspond to America Ítself. Inverarityrs ínfluence

and philosophy thus becomes a metaphor, a parable, for American history. ..The

corruption in his enterpríses reflects the inward rot of the modern American

s¡stem in iÈs growth to po\^rer.
I

At the same time, Píercets energy and defíance of the inevitable contains I

\

somethíng of the impulse of the original dream of discovery and building. \

,.... his need to possess, to aLtet the fand, to
bring new skglines I personal- antagoni.sms, gtowth
rates into being. "Keep it bouncing", he'd tol-d
her once, "that's all- the secret, keep it bouncing".
I{e must have known, writing the wil-l-, f acing the
spectre, how the bouncing woufd stop. He might
have written the testament onlg to harass a one-
time místressl so cqnicalTg sure of being wiped out
he coul-d throw awag a77 hope of angthing more
or he might even have tried to survive death' as
a paranoia; as a pure conspiracg '... 134.

Piercets attempt to possess, coirtrol and then perpetuate himself ín the

systemísati-on of the 1and, reflects Pynchonrs vision of the progress of American

socíety from exploration through to a desire for the creaËion of monolithic

structures. Píercets very attempt to defy death and make his mark in building

has introduced death ínto the 1and.

Perhaps she'd be hounded somedaq as far as joining
Tristero itself, if it existed ¡.n jts twiJight, its
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aLoofness, its waiting. The waiting above a7l;
if not for another set of possibiLities to replace
those that had conditioned the fand to accept ang
San Narciso among its most tender ffesh without a

refl-ex -or a crg, then at the Least, at the verg
l-east, waiting for a sgmmetrg of choices to bteak
down, to go skew. 736.

Trister:o ends by beíng opposed Èo, rather than a part of, the legacy, given

that Píercets endeavours ended not only in hís deaÈh, but themselves contributed

Èo Ëhe loss of possibiliËy and life in Ameríca. Oedípa has realised the

iqpj_l!3"_". of a range of choices, which has become limited ín her society

":a" _r: 
alternatíves and vacil.lation between opposed extremes.

She had heard aif about excfuded middfes; theg were bad
shit, to be avoicled; and how had it ever happened hete,
with the chances once so good for diversitg? 136 -

to

The exclusion of the míddle range of choices partly explains her own dífficulty

in escaping dichotomous thinkj-ng. She lives in a world that has denied its

or^m-iictr chances for diversity and has retreated to an artificíal symmeËry.

! "For it was now Like waJking among matrices of a great
digital computer, the zeroes and ones twinned abovet i

, hanging l-ike bafanced mobiTes right and feft, ahead, :

';, thick, magbe endLess. 136.

The metaphor of mathematicaL zeroes and ones representing extremes is to be used

at even greater length ín G.R., where Poj-ntsman and Mexico oppose each other on

mechanistic models.

!trhat ís left unresolved and which of course accounts for Oedípars terror, is
whether Trístero is a power for "_goo9l'. The choices of thought that face Oedipa

are made doubly diffícu1t by the possibility that the mystety oÍ. Tristero may well

tàpr""..rt qa.1lg*4e_agy or at least utter índífference to human beings. .However,

the possibilíty of the non-existence of Tristero is more frighteníng than íts

possible uncontrollable existence. I¡lithout ít, or something líke it, Oedípa

can see no \üay out of the deathly sameness of experience in America.

I

\'i

'Behind the hieroglgphic streets thete woul-d eithet
be a transcendent meaning, or onTg the earth (...)
Another mode of meaning behind the obvious ' or none
(...) For either there was some Tristero begond
the appearance of the TegacA America, ot there was
just America, and if there was just America then it
seemed the onJg wag she coul-d continue and manage
at al-l- to be rel-evant to it, was as an alien,
unfurtewed, assumed fufL circl-e into some paranoia-

**********

737 .
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CHAPTER 4

GRAVITY I S RAII.TBOW

I

It has become a critical commonplace to disctrss and attempt to apologise for

the díffícultíes of G.R. It is frequently compared to Ulysses, to indícate

iÈ seems both its complexity and íts potential literary ímportance. However,

no-one seems able Èo have made a major comparative study. Indeed, in any

discussíon of ít, the majority of Èhe novel will remaín largely untouched;

generalisatíons or the exegesis of a particular part seem to be the only way

to deal with it.

In some cases, sections of the novel símply cannot be explained, eíther because

of theír obscurity or because there are too many plots to deal wíth successfully.

On the thírd and fourth readings ít becomes apparent that Ëhe structure is not

quJ-te as difficult to detect as iE may fÍrst appear. Nevertheless, ânY reader

would have to admit to there being païts that are aecepted rather than understood.

It ha-s been suggested Ëhat the novel re-establishes the notion of fhe naive reader.r

Because of its bewíldering density, its mixture of styles and modes, the reader

ceases to look for a unífied meaning and is content Èo read each plot as it occurs'

withouÈ reference to the Past or the future.

The novel is so suggestíve, however, and so obsessed ínternally and thematícally

with connection, Èhat thís is in the end not a satísfactory way of readíng the

novel, although it may well describe the ínítía1 experience. By 1-ooking at

the novel in terms of meÈaphor, through these connections, a certain coherence

of approach ancl resPonse emerges. At the same time, an apology of my own is

also offered here. It ís not possible to explain many of the minor' or even

several of the larger, metaphorical systems. llor is ít intended to detail the

more fanEastic and surrealist scenes in Èhe novel. Yet, by dealing with the

theory and use of metaphor, a rnTay of reading is offered that completely explains

the major aíms of G.R. By understanding its message about metaphor and tl-re

structures of modern history, the novel becomes nuch more than a collection of

interesting pieces with apocalyptic overtones.

It ís initially useful to see G.R. as dealing more exLensively with the themes

and metaphors of V and -Lr-!_12. The reader is encouraged to refer back to the

other novels by the recurrence of characters, comPany names, and evellr as with

the Hereroes and Pig Bodine, a continuation of stories. Structurally, it is
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most |íke V in that it cloes not have one síngle time scale or plot line.

Horrrever, in G.R. the structure is much more complicated, chiefly because there

âre so many characters, and the flashbacks are more than two fold. As wíth V'

stories within the novel can be ísolated for continuity, style and character

analysis. G.R. is most obviously like the first two novels in its treatment

of some commo¡ themes. The sense of history, for instance, continues from V,

and the general Lsunmary of Modern European history is the same. The Hereroes'
d 0\?

whose genocideiàescríbec1 in V, foreshadows the brutalíty of the two world \,/ars,

continue to be syrnbols of the dark síde of European cívilísation. They have

fínally been completely subdued by servíng, ín the Rocket, the technology which

destroyed them. The effects of colonisation are further extended by the

Hereroesr creation of a suicíde myth.

Cofonies are the outhouses of the Eutopean soul, where
a fefl-ow can l-et his pants down and teLax . . .

Christian Europe was aTwags r .. . death and repression

ft was a simpTe choice fot the Heretoes, between two kinds
of d.eath: tribaf death or Christian death. Tribal- death
made senss . . . I Theg caTcul-ate no cgcles, no teturns,
theg are in Love with the glamour of a whoLe peopTe's
suicid.e - the poset the stoicism, the braverg. 377, 379-

The ultirnate phase of mass kíllíng and decadence of European colonialism seen

ín V, is this willing embrace of death.

The condition of paranoia, which chíefly occurs in Lot 49, becomes one of the

major forces driving the characters in G.R. As in Lot 49 paranoia is imporÈant

for perception, as well as for Èhe creatíon of new systems. In G.R. ít becomes

a more dominant mode due to the extension of the theme of conÈrol. In V and

Lot 49, paranoia ís a defense against the possibílity of powerful conspiracies,

but the presence of control, particularly in Oedípats case, remains relatively

ambiguous. In G.R. the existence and nature of control is the major theme of

the novel. The novel asks and atËempts to ans\^rer, through all its various

modes of exploration, the questíons that Jamf, the scientist, poses :

"You must ask two cluestions.

First, what is the real- natute of sgnthesis?

And then: what is the real- nature of control?" L67 -

The ideas of control ancl manipulaËion/synthesis in the twentieth century ís carried

to its furthest extreme: from the molecular manipulations of Jamf to Èhe psychic

manipulations that set Slothrop on his journey. Oedipa discovers the control and

ínfluence of Inveraríty through his America-wide enterprise. In G.R.simj-lar

ínfluence becomes international, and goes beyond to the attempted control of the

supernatural, and to the subconscíous of man. In all the novels, technology

wíthout humanity ís seen as an expressive force for death. In G.R. the explor-

ation of technology as a povÍer goes beyond the fear of the inanimate of V, and

2
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the landscaped ugliness of Lot 49. It gathers another dimension from the mythie

metaphor of Èhe Rocket.

yet, though it is a guíde to the mysteríes of G.R., reading ít as a kínd of sequel

to V and Lot 49 leaves unexplained most of the ways in whích Ëhe metaphors are

constructed. For a start, it extends and deepens the allusions to scientific

explanations. It also further fictionalises and adds mythic facets to Ehe use

of hístory. Pynchonts preoccupatíons may be the same but the extended use of

metaphor adds further complexiÈy and orginality to his themes.

¿¿-L&-L^LS¿&ù

II

There are four major loci of metaphor in G.R.: the I,trar, the Zone, The Rocket,

and The Quest. The ruain linkíng movement ín V and Lot 49 is the quest; ín

G.R. the scope ís instantly made much broader by the establishment of four areas

of actíon. However, as v¡ith the oÈher novels, the quest becomes the main

symbolic continuity, contaÍning and inter:acting wiÈh the other three areas.

Not only does all the actíon of the novel occur in these four centres, but they

also have ín themselves ímportant metaphorical significance. As such, they

interact inËrícately with other themes in the novel: paranoia, Èechnology,

conËrol, transcendenqe, love. For the purposes of analysis, they must to some

extent be separated artificially.

The l,Jar as a Èime zone places the novel historically. Alt of the action of the

novel takes place in íÈs last phases and its immedíate aftermath. Any flashbacks

Èhat occur, rareLy go beyond íts beginning. It provides the necessary sense

of crisis which produces an íntensity and abnormality of feeling and response in

the characters. The l^lar also represents the hígh point and practícal demon-

straËíon of the forces postulated in the rest of the novel. The I¡lar is the

lifestyle of the protagonisls. It is also the outcome of a flow of history and

technology towards mass control. The exístence of the war allows organisation

to grow and more nalcedly to take control, as well as itself being the outcome

of a socíet,y dominated by mechanisation.

The chief medium of the war is informatíon. Human beíngs are reduced Eo bits

of informatíon that can be used and then díscarded. Katje Borgesius, double

agent for the l^lhite Visitation, who leaves Germany and Weissman to return to

England, is one of the lnany conìmodities of the war. She reflects on her

position :
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î,lhat more do theg want? She asks Èhis seriouslg,
as if there's a teaT conversion factor between
information and Lives. lleTl-, strange to sag there
is Don't forget the real- busjness of the
hlar is buging and seJJing. The mutdering and the
viofence ate seff-poTicing' and can be entrusted to non-
ptofessionafs. The mass nature of wartime death
js usefuf in mang wags. It serves as spectacTe,
as diversion from the teal- movement of the I'lat.
It provides raw materiaf to be tecorded into
Historg, so that chil-dren mag be taught Historg
as sequences of vioLence, battle aftet battl-e and
be more prepared for the adult worfd The true
war is a ceLebration of markets. Otganic matkets,
carefuJJg stgTed "bl-ack" bg the ptofessionals spting
up evetgwhere
people, the truer currencies come into being. So,
;Iews are negotiable. 105.

The I{ar ís a self-perpetuating system which hastens the processes of power and

uses human beings lilce currency. Pynchon invenLs the bizarre abílity of Pirate

PrenÈice to dream oËher peoplers fantasies to show the limitless reach of the

I^lar bureaucracy t s need :

Into the dossier it goes, and eventual-fg the
firm in their tireless search fot negotiable
ski-Zl.s , wi77 sunmon him under Vlhitehal-L . . . .
The firm is patient, committed to the Long Run
as Theg a-re. . . ' J-4 .

The l,rlar ís one of the actívíties that promotes control using whatever skills it

can, even those not imrnediately relevant. ACHTUNG, PISCES and The I'Ihite

Vísitatíon are the extreme edge of the abilitíes that Èhe tr{ar Ís prepared to use

to its advantage. t'They" are never specified exactly, but are represented by

those like Pointsman, Inleissman, Mondaugen and Jamf at various points in the novel.

That the l^lar is more than a temporary state of hisÈory is made clear by the

effects it has on the characters. Roger Mexico, for instance, sees the I^Iar as

his mother.

He's fotgotten his first corpse ' ot when he first
saw someone Tiving die. That's how Tong its been
going the citg he visits nowadags is Death's
antechamber: where aL7 the paperworkts done, the
contracts signed, the dags numbered. 40.

The l^lar is represented as a kind of vast conspiracy theory, where it ceases to

be a series of events and assumes a 1if e and wi-ll of its ovm. Bnzíar. works

for the Rocket inítially, is a leader of the Hereroes, Tchitcheriners half-

brother, and one of the many that Slothrop meets in his wanderings ín the zone.

He has a paranoid vision of the nature of the war.

It means this war was never poJitical at al-l-, the politics
was al-l- theatre, just to keep the people disttacted.
Secretlg it was being dictated instead bg the needs of
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technoTogg, bg something that needed the energq
burst of war . . . dav¡n is neaîfA hete, I need mg

night's bLood, mg funding, funding' ahht mote,
nore The real- crises were ctises of
a7l-ocation and prioritg, not among firms - it was
onTg staged to Took that wag - but among the
dífferent TechnoTogies, PJastics, ETectronics,
Aitctaft, and their needs which ate understood
onlg bg the rufing elite... 521.

pynchon, through Enzian, anticipates the objection to thís farfetched personifi-

caÈÍon of the inanimaÈe.

' !es, but Technologg onTg respottds AJI verg
wel-l- to tafk about having a n:lcnstet bg the tail ,
but do gou think we'd've had the Rocket if some-
one hadn't wanted to chuck a ton of Amatol-
300 mil-es and bfow up a bTock ful-l- of civiLians?
Go ahead, capitalise the T on technoTogg, deifg
it if it'fL make gou feeL Less responsibfe - but
it puts gou in with the neutered, brothet..." 521-.

The tentative solution to useless, rampant paranoía is Ëhe basis of Pynchonrs

thesis thaË we have to make and look for nernr structures for pereeption and

knowledge

Vle have to fook for power sources here, and distribution
networks we were never taught, routes of power out
teachers never imagined, or were encouraged to
avoid... we have to find meters whose scal-es ate
unknown in the worfd, draw our own schematics.
Getting feedback, making connections, reducing the
ettot, trging to fearn the real- function... 527.

The very metaphorical complexity of G.R. ís a Èestímony to this advice. Later

in the novel, Èhe Counterforce begins to try Ëo create a system of its own based

on the same ídeas to oppose the gíven way of organising lífe. It is the

charactersr progressive discovery of thettrealrtnature of the r¡/ar - Katjet

Prentice, Slothrop - thaË leads them Ëo speculate on or suspect the nature of

control and power, and, in some cases, to form the Counterforce. Roger realises

for Ínstance, largely through his love for Jessíca and the knowledge that he

is goíng to lose her, thaÈ the War is only an extreme manifestatr'on of an already

existing order.

No, we're not (at peace). It's another bit of
propaganda...- no, he sees onlq the same fLows
of powet, the same impoverishments he's been
thrashing around in since '39. His girl is
about to be taken awag to Germanq, when she
ought to be demobbed l-ike evergone eLse. No

channef upward that wiLL show either of them
ang escape. There's something sti77 on
magbe the death rate's gone doç¡n a point or two

but Their enterprise goes on. 628.



For Roger, of course, Èhe end of the I^7ar means the end of his rela

wíth Jessica. Her return back to "normal" and Ëhe acceptable rel

wíÈh Beaver is based on the assumption that there is in facÈ a state of affairs

which ls always secure and sÈable. The only difference that Roger can see

beËween war and normality, is that the sense of crísis of war ís more obvious.

'We'Te at Peace. The patanoia, the danger,
the tuneLess whistTing of busg Death next
doot, are a7f put to sLeep, back in the glar--- 628-

Inlar is an exercise of po\¡/er, and involves problems for the elite in that a system

has to be devísed whích will convince possible fighters that a l¡lar is necessary.

As i{impe tells Tchitcherine, who is troubled by Èhe need to find historical

necessiËy:

"The basic ptobTemr" he ptoposes, "has aTwags been
getting other people to die fot gou. Ítlhat's worth
enough for a man to give up his l-ife? Thatt s
where reJigion had the edge, fot centurjes. ReTigion
was aLwags about death." 707.

thus adding a ne\^t elemenË to the Inlar as conspiracy.

The Inlar is therefore the logical outcome of a society whose drÍve ís towards

death., through religion, technology and the reducËíon of people to functions in

a system.

The Rocket is the most mysterious presence ín the novel. IÈ is a product of

the Inlar, exists ín the Zone, is connected to all the major and a good many of the

minor characters, and is the ultimate aim of Slothroprs quest. Like the figure

of V. and the Tristero System, it eludes a simple explanation of íts meaníng.

It derives íts mysÈerious significance from the amount of meÈaphor attached to

it. As a piece of machinery, ít is the mosÈ supreme technological achÍevement;

the fi.nal expressíon in purpose, as well as literal existence, of the science

of Jamf and the rnystícal madness of the German Lrreissman/Blicero. It is linked

to Slothrop by his prior condíËíoning, and he is used further to find iË for

varíous groups of people, each of whom sees the Rocket ín h¡s o\¡7rl \¡/ay.

The Rocket takes on a mythíc signifj-cance v¡hich always remains vague, and which

goes beyond its purpose as a Y-2 rocket to destroy London ín the Second World I{ar.

As the centre of so many hopes and fears, it represents not only the awesome

capability of technology, but also has a new religious potenÈial. It combines

a capacity for destructíon with the human desire for salvation. Such an escape'

or Èranscendence, ís not entirely expressed in conventional relígious terms, buÈ

is seen as the possibilíty of complete living departure from the physical laws of

the universe.

hip
at
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yet although the Rocket is the expression of a new spiritual yearning, Ít is

the novelts chief syrnbol of evi1. The technologícal control involved ín building

and maintaj-ning the Roclcet, corrupÈs its potenÈiaI as a means of salvaÈion.

Moreover, the very desíre for such transcendence, and the inabilíty to accePt

life that it reflects, leads to a sterile notíon of salvation. Nevertheless

the Rocket represents the centre around which people construct their ovm explan-

ations of life and meaníng. Because of its mystery, and íts place in the chaos

of the Zorte, fj-ctions build up around the Rocket.

'Even as cLeterminist a piece of hardware as the A4

Rocket wi77 begin spontaneouslg generating items
Tike the 'S-Gerä.t' SLothrop thinks he's chasing
Tike a graiL.' 275.

The Rocket represents the way ín which myths, archetypes and symbols are made.

IÈ cannot be defined or apprehended as it is without the mediation of systems of

metaphors. The experience of those who seek it is ínjected ínto its description

Enzían, for instance, as a Herero separated from his heritage and adopted by

I,{eissman, sees j-t in Èerms of hís understandíng of the progress of European

civilisation.

'Enzi,an has grown col-d... a positive coming on of coLd,
a bittet taste growing across the palate of Love's
first hopes... It began when Weissman brought hin
to Eutope: a discoverg that Love' among these men,
once past the simpJe feef and otgasming of it, had to
do with masculine technoTogies, with contracts ' with
winning and. Tosing. Demanded in his own case that
he entet the service of the Rocket... Begond simpTe
steeL erection, the Rocket was an entite sgstem wont
awag from the feminine darkness, heLd against the
entropies of Lovabl-e but scatterbrained Mother Nature:
that was the first thing he was obTiged bg l'Ìeissman
to l-earn, his first step toward citizenship in the
zone. 324.

The Rocket makes an obvious phallic symbol, but the metaphor goes beyond the

simple sexual likeness. The RockeÈ ís línked to other themes of love in the

novel, where po\¡/er and its manifestations have replaced naËural feelíng. The

Rocket is Èhe result of a whole soci.ety, and not an exclusívely German one, which

expresses itself competitively and which seeks to subvert anything outside its

own definítions. By using the tradítional cultural meÈaphors of feminine and

masculine, Pynchon is revealing the sirnplistic and lopsided basis of thínlting

that he belíeves underlies trrlestern civilisatíon. The Rocket becomes ínvested

with a whole organised system of cultural fears and desires. 0n the one hand,

it is a symbol of control ove-r nature and defiance of death. The achievement

of this requires a correspondíng repression of feelíng and the abandonment of

an easy relatíonship wíth nature. Pynchon uses our standardised understanding

of the notions of feminine and nasculine to íllustrate that Weissman and the
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others have cut themselves off from central aspects of themselves, as well as

the environment.

Nature and níght are personifíed as female, and in the canon of Inlestern civil-

isation, to be overcome by more enlightenecl masculíne endeavours. IË has been

noted already that Pynchonrs limited optímism líes with v¡omen and what he perceives

as their ability to accept and love. I'Iomen are not always right or successfully
resistant to impersonal powers: Jessicars rejectíon of openess and possibility

in favour of security and predíctability is a vÍctory for the tr{ar, and thus for

the forces who control and organise.

The Rocket becomes a metaphor for the loss not only of indívídual determination,

but also of whole ways of seeing and feeling in the human psyche. The fatal

split between "masculine" and 'rfemínine" and the fear and hate of Ëhe latter

expressed in European history, sets the characters against themselves. Similarly'

Pynchon explores, exploits and changes other tradítions of metaphor: the cultural

connotations of blaclc and white, for instance. trdhíte is a symbol of enlí-ght-

enment, and ís linked with other entities r¡hich are all suggestive ín a l,'lestern

context: the masculine, Ëhe sun, purity, knowledge, reason, self-control, goodness,
Icivilisatíon. In G.R. white, however, gradually emerges as the colour of death,

which- is precíse1y the opposite of the conventÍon. Through Blicero, the Kirgtriz
Líght as a false vision of salvation, and íts alignment wíth the north as a

region of evil, the readerrs expectation of certaín metaphors !S overturned.

Pynchon, a1so, antícipates the tendency to divíde the meaníng of the Rocket into

traditional díchotomíes: black/whj-te, eví7fgood, masculine/feminine, and by

writíng those explanatíons both seríously and parodically into hís text, critícíses

such rigid alignments.

5o... this is a schofasticism here, Rocket-state cosmoTogg
But the Rocket had to be mang things, it must

answer to a number of different shapes in the dreams of
those who touch it - it must survive heresies... and
heretics thete wifl- be: gnostics who have been taken in
a rush of wind and fire to chambers of the Rocket throne

KabbaLists who studg the Rocket as Torah, Letter
bg Tetter - rivets, burner cup and brass rose, its text
is theirs to permute and combine into new teveJations,
alwags unfolding Manichaeans who see two Rockets 'good and evi7, who speak together in the sacred idoJ-ation
of the Primaf Twins (some sayl their names are Enzian and
BLicero) of a good rocket to take us to the stars, an evil
Rocket for the worl-d's suicide, the two perpetuaTTg in
struggle. 727.

However, the sheer varíety of possible ínterpretations is very ímportant, and

allows shiftíng visions of meaning, whích are tied to mythic structures. As

wÍth V., and more particularly, the Trístero System, whaÈ emerges as most

valuable in the Rocket is ultimately íts fictional aspects. It provides the

ra\nl materials for buildj-ng up shifting structures of explanation. In the encl
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the hope of the Rocket for escape is not fulfilled. The furthest::each of
paranoia in the novel is the descrípËíon of the universe in anthromorphic terms.

The Rocket is the means by which humaníty can escape Èhe controls of the planet

ítself.

the rocket ... Ascending prograrnmed in a
rituaf of Tove , at Brenschi.uss it is done -
the Rocket's puteTg feminine counterpart, the zero
point at the center of its tatget, has submitted.
A17 the rest wil-l- happen according to Laws of
balListics. The Rocket is helpfess i¡ jt.
Something e-Z.se has taken over Katje has
understood the great ajrLess arc as a cLeat aLl-usion
to certain secret -Zusts that drive the planet and
herself, and Those who use het - over its peak and
down. 223.

The parabola of the Rocketrs paËh has sexual connotations, and further alludes

to the theme of control where things are helcl down to a predícËable path

Katje extends the metaphor to the planet itself, bound and ruledby Gravityts
law, which is related to the will to po\n/er in men. Later, when the RockeË is
fína1ly fíred, wiÈh the bríde-like Gottfríed attached, both its promise and

the inevitability of its failure ar¿ fulfilled.

'This ascent wiff be betraged to Gravitg. But
the Rocket engine, the deep crg of combustion
that jars the soul-, promises escape. The
victim in bondage to faLl-ing, rises on a promíse,
a prophecg of Escape.... 758.

The Rocket may be the new Grail, but as a real escape from certain condítíons

inherent in 1ife, it cannot meet the hopes of its seekers. Away from the

imaginaÈive flexibility it promotes as " sþlot, its function as a ne\4r religious
hope aligns it with the death sysÈems of other religions. The Rocket rests on

a base of terror and the rejection of lífe.

""But it isn't free out hete. A7l the animaTs, the
pTants, the mineral-s, even other kinds of ment ate
being broken and reassembl-ed everg dag to preserve
an el-ite few... I can't even give gou hope that it
wil-L be different somedag - that Theg'ff come out,
and forget death, and fose their Technofogg's
eLaborate terror, and stop using eveîq other form
of l-ife without mercg to keep what haunts men down
to a toLerabl-e Levef - and be l-ike gou instead,
simpJg here, simplg aLive..." 230.

The cause of the elaborate system of repression in the twentieth century is
due, as Pynchon sees it, Èo an ínabílity to accept and live wíth the world - its
possíbí1ítíes and inevitabilities - without the vain attempt to deny mortality
Ëhrough domination. The Rocket is built on this terríble ínadequacy, and i.s

thus a false synbol, representing death raËher than life as in true myths.
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TchiÈcherine is one of the few characters who progresses to a freedom from the

fallacy that Èhe Rocket represents. The description of hís state sums up the

phílosophy of the novel:

he's had. to fight to bel-ieve in his own mortalitg
Fight d.own af l- his hopes, f ight his wag into

that bitterest of freedoms.'

Others, líke Bodíne, fínd joys in the Zone, and feel no need to seek any kind of

promise outside themselves. Their hedonísËic easiness ís ín marked contrast

to the fanaticism of the powerful like l^leissman. Their lack of status and utter

unínterest in the Rocket saves them:

WhiTe nobLes are crging in theit night's chains,
the squires sing. The terribTe poTitics of
the GraiL can never touch them. Song is the
magic cape. 707.

The Zone contains the Rocket, and is the major location, apart from London and

Cuxhaven, of the action of the novel. It has an hÍstorical existence at Èhe Zone

marked out after the defeat of Germany, controlled by Èhe Amerícans and later,

of course, the centre of the Cold trr7ar. In the ímmediate aftermath of Èhe war

ít 1s disorganised by Èhe movemenÈ of refugees and the destruction left by the

AllÍed víctory. Slothrop is one of the homeless of the Zone, and what gives

his quest its layers of meaning is the mystery of the Zone. It represenÈs a

region of possibílities because of its lack of firm government and its temporary

openess and lack of fixtures. Líke the Rocket, ít is alluded to in archetypal

ar-rd mythic terms which gives iÈ further complexity beyonC its existence as a mere

locality. The references to Bianca and Eurydice, and the wanderings of the ship

Anubis, named for the EgypLian jackal-god of the dead, suggests that the Zone

represents an underworld: a place of lost souls removed forever from the normal

busíness of life. Although it is a place not firmly controlled by any single

pohrer, its status as Utopia or paradise ís not immedíately guaranteed.

The Zone is the perfect place for Slothropts pícaresque wanderíng. He comes

across nany different adventures, whích allows Pynchon to change his style to

suggest the several possibilities in plot:

r'... he'l-J- find thousands of artangements fot warmth, love,
foocl, simpTe movement Even G-5, Iiving its fantasq
of being the onLg govetnment in Germang nowt is just the
arrangement for being victoriou.s . . .. Slothtop is as
properJg constituted a state as ang other in the Zone these
dags. Not paranoia. Just how jt is. Temporatg alTiancesl
knit and undone. 290.

The Zone ís a place of discovery and potentíal freedon, allowíng many

arrangements and permutations. I^Ihile it has many dangers and risks, j-t allows
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change and does not exclude or forbíd choices. It ís possíble, however, to get

lost or to be destroyed by the Zotte, for it in no \^Iay guarantees happiness or

safety. Slothrop does not completely rid himself of his obsession or his pre-

condit.íoníng; he can rarely take the Zone as ít is as completely as others

can. Yet the Zone teaches hírn a good deal. He learns, for instance, that

fanaÈícism is not confined to particular scapegoat nationalities as he has been

taught.

Eor possibTg the first time he is hearing America
as it ¡nust sound to a non American what
surprised him most was the fanaticism, the refiance
not j ust on fLat force but on the rightness of what
theg pJanned to do... he'd been told long ago to
expect this sort of thing from Nazis and especiaTTq
ftom Japs r... ." 256.

The lack of permanence in the Zone encourages physical adventure, but more

Ímportantly, a movement in the ímagination. The anarchy can be used by a

creative mínd for freedom. At the same tíme, because of the Zonet s lack of

limíts, extre,mes blossom. Slothrop only meets paranoia that matches the

intensíty of his own ín the Zone. To some extent that is due to the ambience

of the Zone itself :

"We have a word that we whisper, a mantta for times
that threaten to be bad' Mba-Kagete It
means 'I am passed over' Stag in the Zone
Iong enough and gou'71 start getting ideas about
Desting gourself." 362.

The people in the Zone feel themselves to be apart from the rest of the world

and even from fate itself. Though that leads'them to be able to choose their

own style, madness is included ín the range of choíces.

Moreover, thíngs thaÈ are only imagíned elsewhere actually happen in the Zone.

Since discovering that Schwarzkommando are reaffg in the zone,
Ieading real, paracinen'úic l-ives that have nothing to
do with him or the phonq Schvtarzkommando footage he shot
fast winter in EngJand for Operation Bl-ack l'ling, Springer
has been zooming around in a controLLed ecstasg of mega-
Tomania. He is convinced that his fil-m has somehow
brought them into being.

'It is mg mission', he announces 'to sow in the
Zone seeds of real-itg-' ' 388.

The imagÍn;àry control and propaganda of the elite in England cannot apply in

the Zone and ís only a pale imitation of the reality. It ís stronger, more

profuse and more fertíle than any of their fíctions. The further irony is

that von Gö11 (Springer) proposecl to make the Zone rrealr by introducing film

ínto it. The ploÈs of the Zone axe more fantastíc and more vlvíd than any of
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the fantasies thaÊ he could malce, and they will not conform Eo any rules of

realíty or po!üer.

The Zone contains evil also, not only in the arnbiguities of the Rocket, but also

ín the setÈled fanaticism of these who chase and direct Slothrop. Blicero,

for ínstance, as the Rocketts chíef believer and builder assumes a greater

stature of evíl because he is so opposed in princíple and action to everythíng

the Zone represents.

'At the top of the compJex js SchutzhäftJingsführer BLiceto
He is the Zone's worst specter. He is malignant,

he pervades the Jengthening sulrmer nights. Like a canketed
root he is changing, growing toward winter, gtowing whiter,
toward idLeness and famine His power is absoTute. 666.

The Zone r¡ill also be ínvaded further by those who seek to make a profíÈ ouÈ of

it, because of its past as Nazi Germany.

Hunger, compromise, moneg, paranoia' memorV, comfort,
guiLt. Guilt is becoming quite a commod.itg in
the Zone. Remittance men from aLL over the worfd
wil-J- come to Heidel-berg before Tong to major in gui7t.
There wiLL be bars and nightcJubs caterjng especiaTTg
to guitt entåusiasts. Extermination camps wi77 be
turned into tourjst attractions, foreigners with cameras
wìl-l come piling in droves, tickJed and shivering with
gui7t. 453.

The Zone is therefore assailable by the corrupting influences that lead to a

use of emotions and people ín the way of the war.

The Zone is fu1l of syrnbols, signs and connections. Any number of new arrange-

ments and new ínsíghËs can be constructed from them. At the same time the Zone

Ís also the region of Èhose who have lost the bat.tle against systematísed thinking.

As such, the Zone becomes much more than a partícularised locatíon, but rePresents

the trnlestern world of the trvenLieth century.

Ile js the father gou wiLL never quite manage to kill.
The Oedipal- situation in the Zone these dags is
terribLe. There is no dignitg. The motlters have
been mascul-inized to ol-d worn monegbags of no sexual

interest to angone, and get here ate their sons t stil-L
trapped inside inertias of l-ust that are 40 geats
out of date. The fathers have no povlet: todag and
never dicl, but because 40 gears ago we coufd not kiLL
them, vle are condemned now to the same passivitg, the
same masochist fantasies theg cherised in secret, and
worse, we aze condemned in our weakness to impersonate
men of powet out own infant chil-dren must hate, and wish
to usurp the place of, and faiL. . . So generation aftet
generation of men in Love with pain and passivitg serve
out their time in the Zone, siTent, redoTent of faded
spermt terrified of dqing, desperatelg addicted to
the comforts others seL-Z them, however use-Zess, ugfg
or shal-fow, wiT.Ling to have f ife def ined for them bg
men whose onLg talent is for death. ' 747.
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The "father" ís l^Ieissman, who represents ln hímself all the masculine technologies

and men of power and tyrannícal faËhers. Pynchon agaín uses sexual metaphor,

and the familiar aspect of Freudían psychology, to i1lusÈrate the cyclical

history of the weaknesses of the powerful. Generations of men repeat a

compromise with life and the corruptíon of its energies. The people of the

Zone - the modern world - cannot free themselves from Ëhis kind of thinkíng and

cannot conquer their own passívity which ís a result of a paralysing fear of death.

They end ín becornÍng men of power themselves, as well as being perfect tools for

those who wish to control and manlpulate.

Yet the Zone, like America rvhen ít was fírst settled, held the promise of a

freer way of being. Slothropts travels through the Zone parallel Oedípars

dÍscoveríes of the new America which has turned away from the possibilitíes it

contaíned and lost its own dream through the abuse of the land. Similarly

Slothroprs American Puritan heritage partly bestows upon him the capacity to

interpret what he sees. The ultimate phase ís, óf course, a sensítivíty to

conspiracy which results in paranoia. In Èhe Zone, the more positive aspects

of Puritanísm have their chance. Slothrop draws an analogy between the siÊuation

Ín the Zone and the early days of America using hís American settler forbear,

I{illÍam Slothrop, an heretical PurÍtan, as an example.

I{illiam wrote a tract speculating on the fate of Èhose that God forgets in the

conventional Purítan canon, and constructed an inverse salvatíon for them. The

Zone, too, has room for Èhe overlooked, the freaks, the lost, and offers a new

kind of freedom away from the severe categories of the establishment.

The notíon of those chosen, either for salvation in relígious terms, or for

leadership in secular Èerms, breaks down. trIithout an e1íte and the necessity

thaË any elíte has to mainÈaín its position, a new equalíty emerges.

Could he have been the fork in the road America nevet
took, the singular point she jumped the wrong wag
from? Suppose the Sfothropite heresg had had time
to consofidate and prosper? Might there have been
fewer crimes in the name of Jesus, and more mercg in
the name of Judas Iscariot? rt seems to Tgtone
STothrop that there night be a route back - magbe
that anarchist he met in Zurich was tight, magbe for
a Littl-e aff the fences are down, one toad as good as
anothet, the whofe space of the Zone cleated,
depnTarized, and somewhere inside of it a singJe set
of co-ordinates from which to proceed without elect,
without preterite, without even nationalitg ...i. 556.

The Hereroesf prayerttl am passed overttand Slothropts escapes from his tormentors

in the Zonets anonymity are íllustrations of the advantages for freedom of not

being notíced by Destiny, God or the powerful on earth.
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Slothroprs quest is Ehe linking mor"'enent betr+een the Zone, the Rocket and the

War. In Slothrop, the themes and suggestions of the whole are brought together.

His physiological link to the Rocket ís the result of, and a metaphor for, the

influences that have embedded certain needs in his unconscious. Furthermore,

these needs are useful to those ín power.

Slothroprs quest is in one sense Èhe search for his "true" self. This has been

true of all the quests we have seen in Pynchon. His only aíd and defence is

fear, which transforms itself through the crisis of war into paranoia. The

fear of death whích the war bríngs to the fore conceritraEes on the V-2 rockets

falling on London during the Blítz. IIe begíns to believe that there ís a rocket

with his name on it, abj:zatre version of the Puritants sense of being chosen by

God. Slothrop's víew of his lífe and of destruction particularly designed for

him, is essentially solipsistíc; he has all the marks of extreme paranoia.

This is heightened by the continued use of semí-religious ímagery:

It's nothing he can see or 7ag hands on - sudden gases 'a vioLence upon the air and no trace aftetward. - -

A word. spoken with no warning in gour ear, and then
sifence forever. Begond its invisibiTitg, begond

harwnerfafL and doomcrack, hete is iÈs real hottor,
mocking, promising him d.eath with Getman and precise
confidence, Taughing down aL7 of Tantivq's quiet
decencies... not no buTLet with fins, Ace-.. not
the V,/ord, the one Word that rips apatt the dag--. 25.

Like Oedipa, Slothrop both fears and clesires the possibilíty of an extra creational

sign, and the possibilíty of another order behind the one he can see. The shel1

shock of war triggers his latent paranoia, but he has been just.ified already by

the psychic controls established over him when he !üas a helpless infant. He is

also prepared for it by his herítage, as \^re have seen :

it's a Puritan refl-ex of seeking othet ordets
behind the visible, aTso known as paranoia, filteting
in. l-88 .

As in Lot 49 this Puritan reflex ís connected to líterary criticísm and a passion

Slothrop thínks of Dodson-Truck sent t.o France to teach hím aboutf or the l,Iord.

A-4 rockets :

Did theg choose him because of al-f those wotdsmitten
Puritans dangJing off of STothrop's familg ttee?
Were theg trging to secluce his brain now, his reading
ege too? 207.

The irony is, of course, that his brain has already been seduced. He j-s set

in motion by the megalomania of Pc¡intsman and let loose in the Zone with only

temporary arrangements to help him, like Oedípa; he is stripped of all his friends

and proof of identíty.
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Some genuíne realísations are allowed to him, but generally he has only his

paranoia as a guide.

''...i he knows as weff as he has to that it's the
S-Gerä.t after af l- that's folTowing him, it and fhe
pa7e, plastic ubiquitq of Laszfo Jamf. That if
he's been seeker and sought, weff, he's al-so been
baited and. bait. The rmipolex question was planted
for him bg somebodg, back at the Casino Hermann
Goering ... 1 Theq knew STothrop would jump for
ít. Looks like there are sub-Sfothrop needs theg
know about ... now there's afso the even more
annoging question,

llhat do I need that badfq?'' 490

What Slothrop needs is contained in the metaphor of the Rocket and the paranoia

system he uses to reach it. Nor are those needs entirely planted ín him from

outside. Slothrop is pre-disposed to wanÈ personal grace. Hís only sense of

connection and significance comes from hís hope for different orders, even if

those orders are conspi-racies.

If there is something comfotting - religious, if Uou want -
about paranoia, there is stiLJ. aLso anti-patanoia, where
nothing is connected to angthing, a condition not mang of
us can bear for Jong Either theg have put him here
fot a reason, or he's just here. He isn't sure that he wouTdn't,
actua7Lg, tather that reason. . . 434.

Like the elite of power represented by Pointsman and the Elect of the Purítan

system, Slothrop needs to feel that he is signifícant in a personally directed

scheme. He would almost prefer'Èo be under control so long as he still requíres

the belíef that he has been noticed and chosen. As for other characters ín Èhe

novel, Slothroprs quest is also for the salvation that is promised in the Rocket.

Slothrop may think that he is seeking his identity and his freedom but hís

need for external control and connection, considerably complicates the fear he

feels about the conspiracy he progressively discovers. To that exËent, he ís a

wílling member of the system, and does not pose a particularly successful threat

to the po!üer of Pointsman, Inleissman and Jamf. Tchitcherine sums up the

ambivalence of Slothropts attiÈude and actions.

That man is one unhappg foner. He's got problems.
He's more useful- running round the Zone thinking
he's free, but he'd be better Tocked up somewhere.
He doesn't even know what freedom is, much Less what
it's worth. So I get to fix the price, which
doesn't tnatter to begin with- 390.

Slothropts susceptibility to paranoía is at the same time useful and even desirable.

BoÈh Mexico and Tchitcherine are enabled to make choíces for freedorn by paranoid

thinkíng. An abílity to perceive conspíracies as well as make connections -
imaginary and actual - is vitally important. They are Èhe primary talents

requí-red for resisting the forces of control and seeing the true nature of its
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manlfestations, like the Inlar and the Rocket. Only by clearly seeing the structures

in l1fe thaË already exísË, can ne\^r structuresbe made. SloÈhrop, however, is

severely flawed in thÍs capacity. Although his isolation is not entirely

voluntary, his progress Ëhrough the Zone is masked by an íncreasíng ínabilíty to

connecÈ with other people. Hís desertion of Bianca, who offered to hide him from

his pursuers, ís accompanied by Theír language of bureaucracy. His growíng

numbness foreshadows his eventual dísappearance as an ego.

"But nowadags some kind of space he cannot go against
has opened behind STothrop, bridges that might have
Led back are down now for good. He is growing Tess
anxious about betraging those who trust him. He
feefs obTigations -less intmediateTg. There is, in fact'
a generaT l-oss of emotion, a numbness Jre ought to be
al-armed at. . . 490 .

His paranoía is not a creative or a discriminating one. Hís inabílíty to

distínguish beËween plots and use the arrangements of the Zone results ín the

díssolution of his personality. At certaín stages of his L.apii,azatd quest, he

does become arrare of its potentíal destruction of relationships. At one point

shortly before his personality completely scatters, Slothrop meets Seaman Bo<line

agàin, and Lení PUkler as Solange, aÊ Cuxhaven. He is extremely suspicious of

whaË they offer, and justifiably to some extenË, as he has had so many near misses

and chase scenes.

"This is some kind of pJot, tight?" '...)
"Evergthing is some kind of p7ot, man," Bodine Jaughed.

"And ges but, the aÍrovls are pointing a77 different.wagsr"
Solange iTlustrating .. ..' which is SLothrop's first news out
J-ouèI, that the Zone can sustain mang other pTots besides
those poJarised on himseff ... ile understands that he
shoufd not be so paranoid of either Bodine or SoLange, but
ride instead their kind underground awhil-e ' see where it
takes hin... 603.

Slothrop is rarely able tO see outsíde his or.rn perception of plots, nor does he

understand that there are others beside himself who nay have the same problem.

Earlier, Slothrop has been surprísed at the paranoia of Margherita Erdmann

which is not really less bizarre or intense than his own.

'Vle77. tlhat happens when paranoia meets paranoia?
A crossing of soJipsisms . C7ear7g. The two patterns
create a third : a moire, a new worl-d of fTowingr
shadows, interferences. . .

But the solípsísms only cross and no third pattern is achieved. Margherita is
mad; and íf not evil, has at least done many evil things. As a passenger of

Ëhe Anubis and íts "screaming Fascj.st cargo" she ís decadenÈ, deathmarked and lost
(4e1)
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Slothrop has other warníngs. His is a parodic romantÍ-c quest and he becomes

partly av/are of its incongruity ín the modern world.

...,f STothrop's dumb idJing heart sez : The
Schwarzgerä.t is no GtaiT I Ace, that's not what
the G in InipoTex G stands for. The best gou

can compare with is Tannhauser, the Singing
Nincompoop - gou've been undet one mountain at
Nordhausen, been known to sing a song or two

- with uke accompaniment You know that
' jn some irreducibfe wag it's an eviT game-' 364.

The old myths can no longer apply, and by partÍcipating in the quest, Slothrop

extends the illusions that help to hide the evil. Because Slothroprs paranoia

ís not creative, he can only use ít to interpret connections r,rithout being able

to use them. At the same tirne, the difficulties of'finding whaË he seeks - a

truth and an ídentity - redeem ' him a good deal from blame.

Cut off from possíble allies, crippled through control from birÈh and directed

by a system whose reach and influence seems límitless, Slothrop deserves his status

as the comíc hero Rocketman, and the dívinely sent pig.

He cannot go straíght to his target and it is impossible for him to be sure of

what he really seeks.

Those l-ike Sl-othrop, with the gteatest jnterest jn
discovering the truth' were thrown back on dteams,
psgchic fLashes ' omens, ctgptographies, drug-
epistemoTogies, all dancing on a gtound of terrot 'contradiction, absurditg. 582.

Not only is this Slothroprs apolgia, but it ís a perfect description of the style

and system of Gravityrs Rainbow itself. Slothrop ís also indirecËly responsible

for the enlightenment of others; the Counterforce ís formed on his behalf.

Though it is weakly held together and relies mosÈly on indivídual irraËional acts

for its resístance, it is made up of allíances against the system. People like

Roger l4exico who can love and use paranoia as a means of makíng counter-

conspiracies "against povreï and índífference", are influenced by Slothroprs

faÈe.

His end ís ambiguous in the extreme. Although he ís to be "counted among Èhe

Zonets lost, after all" he achieves the state that Webley Silvernailrs animals

have : simple existence.

and now in the zone ' Later in the daq he became
a crossroad, after a heavg rain he doesntt recal-f-
STothrop sees a verg thick rainbow here, a stout rainbow
cock driven down out of pubis cfouds into Eatth' green
wet val-l-eged Earth, and his chest fil-J-s and he stands
crging, not a thing in his head, just feeling natuha7..- 626'

The quest was for the Rocket and the technology-ínspíred salvation j.t stoorl for.
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Instead, Slothrop fínds in the rainbow, a Biblícal promíse of peace, a

sirnpliclty and fertílity of being that is earthbound and real. 'The prophecy

of gravityrs raínbow is unspecific, but ít at least partly promises Èhe

possibílity of harmony wj-th what exists for itself. Slothroprs dissipation,

then, is not a matter of sorrow, or evil. I^Iíth the achievement of completê

acceptance, he finally Èranscends his tampered personality and símply becomes

índistinguishable from everything. It j-s death, but it is at leasÈ a peaceful

death and holds the promise of cycles and returns in the earth.

¿ù¿^LT¿J.ùJ..L

III

The quest as a system of metaphor in the novel is inseparable from Slothrop or

the Zone. Through Pynchonrs idea of paranoia, the quest ís seen as an inadequate

attemPt to discover the real source of poT¡ler ín the world and to make up

arrangements to oppose ít. Other qharacÈers apart frorn Slothrop are occupíed

with the same kind of quest, although on a lesser scale Èhan hís picaresque

adventuring. Certain kinds of metaphors important to the ídeologieal system

of the novel gain resonance from different plots and conflicts whích intersp,erse

wíth Slothroprs story.

One of the most ímportanÈ sources of such a metaphor is the íntellectual conflict

between Poíntsman and Mexico. A very useful article by Lance Ozíer sets ouÈ

the nature of the difference bet\n/een them and places Ít in the context of the

rest of the novel.a Moreover, Ozier is aware that metaphorícal range rather than

detaíled characterísaËion gives Pynchonts work its interest. In both his articles,

Ozíer t s particular ínterest is ín the mathematícal source of metaphor and imagery

ín G.R.s The difference between Mexico and Pointsman is initially scientífic,
buË the implications of that difference ís the focus of the general themes of all

the novels. As two representative scientísts with apparently opposed, but not

necessarÍly mut.ually exclusive ídeas about the constructíon of scíence, they present

an argument about observatíon and thínking whích is taken up in many different

ways in all three ,r¡orks. 6 Ozier states that the use of Ímagery dravrn f rom

maths and science and applied to the characters "sígnifícantly strengthens the

thematíc structure of G.R.r'. The characters, according to Ozier, ttno\,/ acquire

thematic and personal substance when the scientific images and allusions are

applied to Ëhej-r description."T Mexico and Pointsman have a symbolic importance

as spokesmen for different systems. Theír specifícíty provides a balance, and

fí11s in the rnythic ambÍguítÍ-es of the Rocket and the Zone.
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Both are scientists working for PISCES (Psychological Intelligence Schemes for

Expedíting Surrender) and are thus working for. much the same aínt. Yet they

evaluate the sítuation of war and bLitz ín whích they find themselves ín very

dífferent \¡rays. This extends ultimately to a cast iron opposition in all situations

which is foreshador¿ed in their personal lives as well as their scientifíc beliefs.

poíntsman is a PavlovÍan. Though he contínues Pavlovrs origínal stímu1us/

response experimentation ín dogs, he has extended his biological approach to a

belief in cause and effect mechanics for the whole universe. He is also attempting

ín hÍs experiments to díscover the theoreti-cal "ultra-paradoxical stage", where

a stimulus applied often enough produces a completely opposíÈe effect to the

oríginal response. Thus, as with Newtonían Mechanics, his processes are rever-

sible, such that every action has an observable reaction. Poíntsmants whole

thinking and outlook has been effecÈed by his scientific traínj-ng. Every event,

according to his beliefs, must have a discoverable cause. He also dívides the

world ínto a series of paired opposites that ulÈímately goes beyond stimulus/

response, cause/effect, actíon/reaction. Because of his feeling of apparent

control over these processes, whích are the only ones in his universe, it gives

him an over-ínflated notion of his or,'rn po\^rer. From theoretical scientific

control, he moves through his experiments on living things, to a desire for a more

general control. His chief fanatic aim is to experiment on a human beíng and

uncover the mechanics of the brain so that complete understanding and then complete

control ís possibi-e. His inËerest ín Slothrop stems from this desire, just as

he wishes to have Mexico in hís servíce because he finds his ideas so dísturbíng.

The structures by whÍch Pointsman think gíve him a will to pov/er.

Mexico, on the other hand, is a statístician, used Èo dealing with probabilitíes

and randomness.

'If ever the Antipointsman existed, Roger Mexico is
the man in the domain of zero to one, not-
something to something, Pointsman can onJg possess
the zero and the one. He cannot, Tike Mexico,
survive angpJace in between. Like his master I.P.
Pavl-ov before him, he imagines the cortex of the
brain as a mosaic of ting on/off el-ements
each point is affowed onTg the two staËes: waking
or sJeep. One or zero. "summation", "tlansition",
t'irradiation" r "concentTation" r "reciprocaJ- induction"
- al-L Pavfovian brain mechanics - assunes the presence
of these bi-stabl-e points - But to Mexico belongs the
domain between zero and one - the middl-e Pointsman
has excl-uded from his persuasion - the ptobabiTities. 55.

Mexicots science is used for predictÍon, but each fuÈure event is separated from

the one before it. The Poisson equation he uses to plot the probable landings

of rockets is an accurate formula but depends on randomness: the statístical

probabilíty of each hit.
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The social implications of the difference between the two men become the most

important ones. Mexico can 1íve ¡^ríth the fine gradations of possibilíty Ín his

observation of the objective world, and thus learns to accept uncerËainty ín lífe

generally. PoinÈsman over reacts to the possible implicati.ons of Mexicors

science, but at the same time shows something important about it :

How can Mexico pfag, so at ease, with these sgmbols
of rand.omness and f right? tlhat if Mexico's
whoTe generation has turned out Tike this? l/'/i11
Postwar be nothing but "events", newlg created one
moment to the next? No l-inks? Îs this the end
of historg? 56.

Pointsmants conservative fears show that he is noÈ "objectiverrabout science at

all, but takes any departure from his system very personally. Both kinds of

science can exist in the same world as valid methods of explanation, but Pointsman

cannot bear variety. This would seem to argue that he ís ín fact a very bad

scientist. Ile expects the world to fít his predictions.

Although Mexico ís unfaírly alluded to as a "cheap nihilíst", h" is in fact

realistíc about the lack of absolutes in the world. At the same time that he

refuses to invest the ínanímate r¡orld with values, he can accept the irraÈional

and non rational. This ís taken up and illustrated by the most írnportant

argument between PoinËsman and Mexico, which though it deals wíth scientific

assumption, reveals the ímpact of theír ideas on the imagination.

"I don't want to get into a reTigious argument with
gou", absence of sJeep has made Mexico mote crankg
todag than usua7, "but I wonder if gou people aren't
a bit too - we77, strong, on the virtues of analgsis.
I mean once gou've taken it afl- apart, fine. Itl-f
be the first to applaud gour industrg. But other
than a fot of bits and pieces Tging about, what have
r¡ou said?"

ft jsn't the sort of argument Pointsman tefishes
either- But he' glances sharplg at this goung
anarchist in the red scarf. "Pavfov beLieved that
the ideal-, the end we a77 struggJe toward in science,
js the true mechanical- expTanation. He was realistic
enough not to expect it in his fifetime. or in
severaf Lifetimes more. But his hope was for a Tong
chain of better and better approximations. His
faith ul-timatel7 fag in a pure phgsioTogical- basis
for the Tife of the psgche. Itro effect without cause,
and a cl-ear train of Tinkages."

"It's not mg forte, of courser" Mexico honestlg
wishi.ng not to offend the man, but reaTlg, "but
there's a feeling about that cause and effect mag have
been taken as far as it can go. That for science
to carrg on at aff it must Look for a l-ess narrow| a
Less steri.Te set of assumptions. The next great
breakthrough maq come when we have the courage to junk
cause'and-effect entirelg and strike off at some other angJe-" 88-89.
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It ís ln his relationship wíth Jessica that Roger proves hís ability to accept

and llve wíth the variety and uncertainty of ],ife. The problem of love:

what it is and how to live wiÈh it, haunÈs many of Pynchonrs characÈers. Roger

is shorm to be able to combine the recognition of a love wiÈh independence of

spirit. He can move even beyond statistical determinism:

In a l-ife he has cursed , again and agaitt, fot its
needs to bel-ieve so much in the transobservabTe t
here ís the fitst, the vetg fitst reaf maqic:
data he can't argue awag. Roget in Love.' 38'

Inlhen Roger meets something new he neither tries to control it by fittíng it j-nto

a system of pre-determined beliefsr îoI tries to escape ít. It ís Èrue too,

that Jessica fil1s a need ín him. She becomes a talisman of hope against the

horror of the war and hís vísion of it as the ínevÍtabl-e outcome of the society

he lives ín.

His l-ife had been tied to the past. He'd seen hinsel-f a point
on a moving wavefront, propagating through stetife histotg
- a known past, a projectabl-e future. But Jessica was the
breaking of the wave. Suddenlg there was a beach, the
unpredictable ... new l-ife. ...1 he wanted. to bel-ieve it
too, the same wag he Loved her, past aff words - beLieve that
no matter how bad. the time, nothing was fixed, evergthing could
be changed and. she couLd alwags deng the dark sea at his back,

' fove it awag." f26.

They form a personal alliance together agaínst the war, but despíte her vividness'

"orrt"g. 
and opÈimism, Jessíca falls victim to the desire for security. Roger

sees Èhat he will lose her; despíte hÍs grief he does not deny to himself that

it will happen. Símilarly in tune with hís recognition of the fluidity of

lífe, partly discovered through her, he does not seek a scapegoat in her.

'If the rockets don,t get her thete's stiJ-L het ]ieutenant.
Damned Beaver/Jeremg IS the hlar, he js everg assertion
- that we are meant for work and government, for austeritg:
and tltese shal-f take ptioritg over 7ove, dreams, the spirit,
the senses and the othet second cl-ass trivia that are found
among the idl-e and mindl-ess hours of the dag Jeremg
will- take her Like the AngeT itself, in his joqTess weasel--
wotded come-afong, and Roger wil-l- be forgotten, an amusing
maniac, but with no pTace in the rational-ized power - rituaT
that wìlL be the coming peace. she wil-l- take her husband's
orders, she wiJ-f become a domestic bureaucrat, a junior
partner '. .. : . 777.

Jessíca will give away her freedom for safeËy vrithout being a\,Iare of it, because

she is becomíng a victím of the kind of thinking that deals in predictability

and control. Her fate is sadder than Rogerfs, a fact of which he ís well aware.

Her genuine need for hope, innocence and trust is used by those like Beaver

for her submissíon. She is not a\^/are that she has to talce rísks in order to

discover those things, and look outside the apparently solid and safe faith

presented to her. The security i-s a trap. At the same time that Roger loves
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her and can see what he is losing her to, he does not a11ow himself to be

destroyed. Roger uses the insights he gets from Jessica to extend hís knowledge,

which results in him joining the counterforce and iÈs war. He directs his anger

at the situatíon rather than at her, which would be an easier Èhíng to do.

Roger t s scíentific ability to go beyond cause and effect, with his love for another

índivídual, enables him to escape the power structures of the I,Iar and see through

the illusions of peace. Because he can live wiÈh changíng arrangements he develops

wider structures of perceptíon.

AnoËher plot whích uses the scíentific ímagery of cause and effect and is a foíl

to the Mexico-Jessica/Pointsman story, ís that of Franz Pökler. His fate through

the I¡Iar is a German one. He ís one of the adversaries of Èhose ín London, as

a chief rocket technícian. His servíce to the Rocket is the outcome of hís

passivlty and dependence. Leni, his wífe, calls hím t'the cause and effect manil

whích is an fmportant clue to his psychology and what makes hím amenable to evil

purposes. In Pointsman, the "dialectíc curse" makes him into a pov¡er. In

Franz, his faith in simple systems of thought coupled \^Iith his submissiveness,

leads him to co-operate in the German war-effort. Leni tries Ëo introduce hím

to a more creative perspective and aÈ the same tíme sets out clearly the purpose

of the novel:

"Not produ.cer" she tried, "not cause. It a77 goes
aTong together. Paral-7eL, not series. Metaphor.
Signs and sgmptoms. Mapping onto different co-
ordinate sgstems..." 159.

Fxanz remains a victim, however, because he cannot determine hírnself ín this way.

A description of hím resembles Ëhat of the lost citizens of the Zone:

'her Piscean husband, swimming his seas of fantasg,
death wish, rocket-mgstjcjsm-Franz is just the
tgpe theg want. Theg know how to use THAT.
Theg know how to use nearfg evergbodg. 754.

A dialectíc way of lookíng at things does not produce a sense of realísm or

objecÈivíty. lufexicors acceptance of the non-rational and uncertain means that

he can be boÈh objective and realÍstic about the lirnits of that objectívity.

PUklerts training allows quasi-religíous and dreaming states of mind thaÈ are

ultirnately destructive. More-over, Franz cannot live for hínself. His love

for Leni is a substitute for independence and r,rhen she leaves him, he collapses.

But Leni was vlrong: no-one was using him-
PökJer was an extension of the Rocket Tong
before it was ever buift. She'd seen to
that when she Teft him, he fel-J- apart.' 402.

WiÈhout her support, Franz dedicates himself cornpletely to the Rocket ín orcler

to maintain a sense of purpose. I{e is unable to escape from that even when he

1s half aware of the danger, simply because. of the intellectual limitatíons of
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his habit of seeing everything ín pairs.

The fear of extinction named Pokfer knew it was the
Rocket, beckoning him in. If he afso knew that in
somethìng fike this extinction he couTd be free of
his l-oneLjness and his f ail-ure, sti77 he wasn't quite
convinced... So he hunted across the Zero,
between the two desires ' personaL identitg and
impetsonaL sal-vation. 406 .

It is this very scale whích makes hím defenceless against those who know hovr

to use such a weakness for their míssions of destrucÈion. Ttanz becomes

fanatically dedicated to the buildíng of the Rocket as a way of transcending

his se1f. In order to be even surer of him, Weissman fulfíls his need for a

human object by sending him copies of hís daughter llse. By learníng to need

her visits, however conÈrived or false, PUkler is further blackmailed and bound.

In a corçtoÍate state, a pTace must be made fot
innocence, and its mang uses. In devel-oping an
officiaJ- version of innocence, the cul-ture of
chil-dhood has proven inval-uabl-e.'

Though his love for Ilse ís probably genuine, he is deceived into preferríng

the myth of chíldhood, which is more convenient and less complicated, to the

real thing. Made completely subservient by his fear and his need, Ftar^z

allows hirnself the luxury of selective thinking, and not noticing anything which

uright disturb him. Because he requires that Èhe world be as he wishes iÈ for

his personal security, he becomes an accessory to the murder of the concenÈratíon

camps

He is, in a lirnited sense, a symbol for the people of Germany who perrnitted them-

selves to be used, and who, it seems, ignored what was ofÈen in front of them out

of fear and an extraordinary process of unseeing. Pynchonrs view of thís is

neither judgemental nor self righteous. I^IhaË rules Franz is very real fear,

and a personal inadequacy of being that is the result of a sterile set of mental

co-ordinates. P6k1er is moreover redeemed, Èo an extent, by hís eventual

recognition of his responsíbility.

hleissman's cruel-tv was no i.ess resourcefuf than
PökLer's own engineering ski77, the gift of
Daedufus that affowed him to put as much
Tabgrinth as required between himsel-f and the
inconvenience of caring. Theq had sol-d him
conveniencet so muclt of it, a7I on credit,
and now Theg were collecting. 428.

The fína1 realisatíon of what he, and Germany, has forfeited comes as he walks

through the concentration canìp. He cannot change r,rhat has occurred, and he is

aware of the unproductivity of guilt ín face of Ëhe enormíty of Èhe crime.

Ihe waLLs did not dissoLve - no prison waff ever
dìd, not from tears, not at this find.ing, on
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everA paJ-l,et, in everg ce77, that the faces
are ones he knows aftet a77, and hol-ds deat as
himseff, and cannot, then, Iet them teturn to
sil-ence... But what can he evet do about it?
How can he ever keep them? lmpotencet mitror-
rotation of sorrow, works him terribJg as runa-
wag heartbeating, and with hardlg ang chances
left him for good rag:e' or for turning- - -' 433.

He emerges from hls solipsism of fear ínto a realisation of the harsh realities that

cannot be changed and which make consiclerations of salvation irrelevant and

pernicious:sufferíng, rnraste, needless death. It ís at this point that he

recogníses his hurnaníty and becomes free because of the fact of his mortalíty.

By the time that Slothrop meeÈs him in the Zone, he has an uncanny resemblance to

his, Tyronets, ancestor I^Iilliam the PuriÈan heretic. I,üith hj.s pigs he travels

anon)rmously around the Zone, findíng refuge in íts sPaces and uncertainËies.

Ultímately the whole structure of G.R. refuses to conform to the prínciples of

cause and effect. It rejects linear constructions of plot and detailed

examinatíon of charactersrmotivation as a method of undersÈanding. At one point,

Pynchon says in hís most unadorned narratíve voice: rrYou will want cause-and-

effect. Alright", in reference Ëo a reader t s expectatíons. The internal

experimentation with style and systems of metaphor reflects by example the novelrs

examination of the world we have created for ourselves. Pynchon believes that

what happens in history is not dictated merely by events buÈ by the building

blocks of any society: the manner in which perceptions are ordered. There ís

no such thing as a pure relationship wíth the world or a pure set of observaÈíons.

It is extremely important, therefore, that the explanatíons used to structure

observations are themselves crítically examinable. In G.R., Pynchon atËemPts

to look at as many cultural myths as possible, from the religíous to the movie-

inspired. The obscuríty and intellectual intricacies of the novel serve to

reawaken Èhe curiosity by altering the act of interpretation ínvolved in reading.

The novelrs critique of metaphor therefore works ín two hrays. It ís embedded in

the structure, and it is illustrated by the plots and metaphors, some of which

have been looked at here.

^L J ¿J- .L.'-.L J &¿
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

An aspect of meËaphor not treated in thís study of Pynchonts novels, ís the

questíon of the effectíveness of his exaninat.ion of modern socíety Èhrough a

critique of metaphor. The critical purpose of this sÈudy has noË been prirnarily

evaluatíve. Instead, a methodology has been offered whích e-xplains the basíc

tþemes and structures of the novels through analysís and description. It has

been shown that the artifice and ambiguity of the novels are the means by which

Pynchon reveals his vision of Èhe need for widened processes of ínterpretation.

Yet the problern of the persuasiveness of Pynchonrs vision remains' even when we

have understood hovr it works. As Pynchon hímself poinÈs out through Oedipa and

Maíjstral, the vitalit.y of a meËaphor depends upon the inclusíon of others into

lts system.

A metaphor creates a region of possibility and unseen simílaríty, but íts ability

to reveal a hídden patËern, or spark a sudden recognition, also depends upon a

base of willíng credulíty about shared experience. Some of the criticism on

Pynchon expresses scepticism about the ultimate success of the novels in rnaking

Èheir visÍon plar.rsíble and urgent to the reader.

Roger B. Henckle, ín one of the best journal articles on Pynchon, claims that

Pynchonrs metaphors fail to transform in thís way.l Henckle draws a distinction

betr¡een Ëhe sheer invention of new structures and allusions, and Èhe power of

ímagínatíon ¡¡hich in the Coleridgean sense, provídes a true illuminatíon ínto

hidden relationshíps. His expectations of metaphor echo the descríption given

in the InËroduction of this thesis:

to transform its materiaf so that new tel-ation-
ships are created and new insights can be achieved bg
the use of the transmuting, moJding power of the mind- 2

However, Henckle does not believe Pynchon achieves thís transmut.ation. He feels

this is to some extent due to Pynchonts víew of the world as a system of mere

þhenomena in which mankind is ímprisoned. Hencklers most tellíng critícism,

gíven this approach, is that Êhe very metaphorical system of the novels is the

cause of their failure to reach their imagínatíve potential.

I ... Pgnchon's own art turns frequentJg to pureLg
mechanical- and sometimes accidentaf resembl-ances
for its source of metaphor and relies upon compficated
invention to do its u,ork. 3

Henckle claims that inventiveness, in the sense of rnaking up resemblances between

things, is only the beginning of a successful metaphor, and without an imagínative
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transfer, metaphor remains t'símply elaboraËe amusementst'. Thus Fynchonts

notíon of a low pun, which relies on accidental or sheerly linguistíc resemblances

to make elaborate metaphors, is unacceptable to Henckle; it does not show

anythíng new in the world but remains as an idle whímsy of the author.

Ozier, too, as $/e have seen, agr:ees wíth Henckle as far as V and Lot 49 a're

concerned. He points out that the critical consensus on these novels at 1east,

was Ëhat

Pgnchon, s characters were not substantiaf enough to beat the
burden of ltis stglistic and inventive tours de force. 4

He felt that this was rectified in G.R. by the more deeply felt applicatíon of

metaphor to the characters of PoinËsman and Mexico. Earl Novítrs early article

relied on satire for its revíew of experimentatíon and what he felt to be the faults

in modern trends in Ameri-can prose. It ís an extremely effective artícle which

ls noË afraid to poke fun at the pompous theorising of some American novelists

about their own art. Novit says of G.R.:

concerning the prodigiousness o
extraordinarg gifts I have no argumen
the inteLTigence, the stqlistic dedic
angthing with Tanguage that Tanguage
But I am convinced that the 760 dense
Gravitg's Rainbow are virtuaTTg unrea

f Pgnchon's
t. He has
ation to do
can do.
pages of

dabl-e for
E

'ta normal-l-g motivated reader of novel-s

Hís further criticism of G.R. agrees in essence with Henckle and other crítics

who feel that Pynchonts workslack feeling or conmitment:

The reader turns the l-ast pages of the
book in relief, recaffs sotne cfevet episodes or
notíons, and ponders at the root of his spirit on
the odd combination of seLf-induTgence and
compuJsiveness Unl-ike Jogce, that ttue
master of giganticism, Pgnchon facks the abiJitg
or the desire to make a reader care The
tesul-t, I feeJ, is an aulesome mechanicaT construction ,6

These criticisms and expectations are parrially ínvalídaÈed by an understanding

of Pynchonts view of metaphor revealed ín his novels, The farfetched nature

of some of his allusions ls an integral part of his system of paranoia'

HypersensíËivity to connections is Lhe means by which problems of meaning are

uncovered and illustrated. Moreover, in all the novels, Pynchon makes it clear

that Èhe low pun is only the trigger for a fuller revelation. The metaphor

itself may be absurd or trivial. It ís the process of creating íÈ which al-lows

a greater flexibility of thought. In the confused an<1 unhappy settings ín which

hís characters nìove, such trickery and mental games are one of the few ways in

which the írnagínatíon can escape. Metaphor, too, has a dual aspect: of risk

as well as possibility. Maijstral makes ít clear that metaphor: ís merely a

device and not an end in itself, and ít can be used for delusíon as well as
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discovering nevr relationshiPs .

The readerrs distance from the characters, so often complaíned of by commentators'

ís appropriate to the novelts pessimísm about communícation betrveen people. In

Lot 49, for ínstance, the unreliabíliÈy of Oedipa as the narrator means that we

cannot fully ídentífy with her anxietj-es and conclusions. Henckle is mistaken,

too, ín tryíng to identify the emotíons pertainíng to realism in Pynchon, even

though he aclcnowledges hirnself that Pynchonts vísion demands "a more open novelistic

expression than r¡re are used to". In any case, intense curíosíty about Oedípa and

whaË she might find out seems to be a common experience among readers of Lot 49.

Her paranoia and sense of exÈreme isolatíon are recognísable parodies of the search

of many, particularly in a Californian context, for the Answer thaÈ will solve

all probl-ems in their lifestyle. As has been discussed, the clues and doubts

of the reader parallel those of Oedipa; thus an ídentifj-cation is felË through

a conmon problem of ínterpretatíon.

The metaphor is more ímportanÈ than character. Henckle ís right in seeing that

the ideas and abstractions of the novels are more sígnificant than dramatísation.

yet the minor characterisation in V, and the sympathy evoked for índividuals

ín a powerful.ly fictionalísed historical setting, sho\,/s Ëhat the metaphors are

meant to have a humanistic applicatíon. In G.R., the novel of Èhe most

mechanícal aspect, there are lyrícal and tender scenes. Jessica and Rogerrs

poígnant romance, for instance, and the brief but evocative description of

Slothroprs most loyal friend Tantívy, ínÈerweave with the more bizarre, non-

human plots of the novel.

Hencklers article is one of the few which aËtempts to set a value on Pynehonrs

work as well as describing it. Much of his crítícism, however, and more particu-

larly Ëhose of others about Pynchon, aríses from a lack of understandíng about the

purpose of Pynchonts overwrought style. His urgency about the necessity to re-

examine our motivations, ídeals, phílosophies and belíefs ín favour of a more

open and humane imaginatíon, requires a correspondÍng variety and indeterminacy

of treatment.

This underlying force ín his work corresponds with oËher contemporary experimental

fic¡lon 1n America. The criticism represented above can be tempered by an

understanding of the trend in modern American wríting.

Robert Scholes in his artÍcle l4etaJ:ictionT attempts lilce other critics such as

Schulz8 and Oldermang to set out a scheme that wílI account for some of the major

dírections of new fiction. Although Scholest chíef examples are John Barth,

I^lílliarn Gass, Robert Coover and Donald Barthelme, some of his díscussion obviously

pertains to Pynchon. He poínts out thaÈ those faced with Hencklers critical
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problem, of requiríng fíction to be a way of imaginatively viewing reality,

misunderstand this ficÈíon which sees íÈself an addition to the world of

phenomena. Scholes coins the word metafictíon, which, he says, is a kind of

fiction that among other things "assimilates all the perspectives of criticism

into the fictional process itself". Pynchonts parodies of literary criticism

ín all the novels, as well as his metaphor of the Puritan and historical obsession

wíth the tr^lord, are clearly exarnples of such assimilation. Moreover, Pynchonts

concern with communicaËion and creativity include-s the problems of fiction making

and art generally within his critique of the forms of thinkíng. Metafíction uses

old forms such as nyth and fairytale to seek a fictíonal essence, and at the same

tÍme, expresses comíc and ínventíve despair over exhausted forms of thought.

This corresponds very well to Pynchonrs theory of metaphor. In G.R. in particul.ar,

he uses fíelds of knowledge ranging from the fairytale of Hansel and Gretel

to calculus in his search for new and surprising forms of metaphor.

Margaret He-ckard takes up Scholesr definition and elaborates on its chief poínts.l0

She claims that self consciousness and írony are tr^7o of the characterístic

features of thís kind of wriÈing. Furthermore she points out that metafíction

arises out of a certaín philosophícal stance, familíar to us now 1n the twentieth

century, where truth is subjective and uncertain; form rather than conteat

assumes an important part of discovery. The results ín fiction are devices such

as unrelíable narrators, self-conscious scepÈicism, elaborate artífice and

open ended plots. Archetypes, stereotypes, and Treudian symbols become targets

of humour and írony; as Heckard points out, once T^re are a\,üare of t-he purpose of

myths and become ttconscious of the unconscious", they can no longer be used

straightforwardly in fíctío

SÍrnilarly, popular culture and its slogans and songs are used side by side with

fairytales and references to other works of art. The purpose of using such

material is to expose the cultural cl-iches which, authors claim, deaden the

sensibilíties, and leave us unable to discriminate in a world overloaded with

Ínformation. One of the best elements of meÈafiction is Èhat of playfulness.

Triclcery and the concoction of elaborate jokes are the devíces by whích the meta-

fíctionalísts or fabulators, to use Scholest term, reveal the games inherent in

lífe. To some extent, this is true of Pynchon. He uses cornic songs'

rídÍculous and suggestive names, as well as metaphors that are obviously not

meant to be taken seriously, because of their extravagQnt extensions. By

deliberately exaggeratíng the customary techniques and tools of fiction, Pynchon

with other fabulators like Barthelme, Coover and Vonnegut, extends his scepticisnr

about belief to the creatíve act itself. l{etafictíon depends upon upsettíng

expectations, to mirror its philosophy of uncertainty.
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Pynchon differs from metaficÈion in several ímportant ways, too. Although

he expresses his scepticism and pessimism through joking, his narrative voice

shifts frequently ín G.R. to direct, serious preaching. He also uses the

familiar techniques of the surrealist and absurd wríters. Scholes and Heckard

make a distinction between those wríters rvho see the uníverse as comic, such as

the fabulators, and those who see iÈ as absurd, such as Beckett or Camus.

Pynchon moves between the trvo poles, and his pessimism and inverted Puritanism

ôt'-È closer to an absurd than a comic víew.

Ríchard Pearce moves beyond a potentially cramping definition in hÍs excellenË

discussÍon of the fiction of the sixtíes.12 This includes literature beyond

the short comic fiction which Scholes claims ís the essence of metafiction.
Pearce, too, points out the preoccupatíon r,lith ambiguíty, not merely ín content

but alt importantly with form. Furthermore, his article has the added value

of actually includíng Pynchon in his list of ímportant works. He calls G.R.

the "major experience of the age". He widens the categories to include

fíctional devíces that Ëend to be excluded by Scholes and Heckard.

The 'structural' bl,ack humorists - Joseph Hef l-er 'Kurt Vonnegut, Thomas Pqnchon and Donal-d Barthefme
- deveTop over-articufated forms and insaneLg
comprehensive pLots, theg teinvent ol-d fictionaL
conventions or make disturbingTg imaginative use of
topìcal materiaTs ...,. tt

Pearce sees this as beíng not only appropriaÈe to a certaín philosoplty, but also

to the turbulent culture of the 60ts. Indeed, he could be describing Pynchonrs

r^¡ork directly in his analysis of the new fictionrs dísturbance of :

those of us conditioned bg Western Literature and
phiTosophg to beTieve in the i-ntegritg powers of
the human mind and in the integritg of the human seff. l4

He also uses the helpful phrase 'rnon-interpretive fiction" to describe the novels

that form a contemporary context for Pynchonts vrork. Through "a baroque over-

ínterpretation of the human situation" the novels t'parodically repudiate the

Ímplicit claim of the traditj-onal novels to integraLe existing realitíes".15

Thus Pynchonrs use of metaphor is símílar in many !üays to other experimental

novels of the 60ts in America, relying as it does on extravagence and surprise.
Thís is partícularly true of G.R., which ís, as Pearce points out in his article,
characterístically baroque, ínsanely comprehensíve, and makes nehr use of topical
materials. G.R. is really a rnultiplicity of plots, where even a líghtbulb has

its or,¡n story and íts o\^rn perception of conspí-racy. The mysteríes and complexítíes

of G.R. and to a lesser extent of V and Lot 49 represent an atternpt to avraken

perceptíons to the frequently groËesque var:íety of 1ife.
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Furthermore, Pynchonrs tvro novels V and G.R. include a perspective that ís not

characteristíc of metafiction or even non-interpretive fiction, as delineated

by pearce. The historÍcal focus and reconsLruction of both these works extends

the impliciË critícism of modern culture into an atÈempt to reconstruct the

major trends of tweuËíeth century history through its violence and explosive

technological progress. Albert Camus, who as a philosopher attempts to

undersËand his own time in his essays' says of the twentíeth century :

one might think that a period which within fiftg geals uproots,
ensfaves or kifl_s seventg miJ,Tion human beings, shouTd onTg
and forthwith be cond.emned . r 6

Like Pynehon, Camus ín his very dífferent way, belíeves that the guilt must be

understood. The apparent mark of the age of logJ-cal critne and rational murder

has Èo be analysed to find out r¿here ídeo1-ogíes and doctrines have gone \^rrong.

... t sfave camps under the flag of freedomt massacres
justified bg philanthropg or the taste for the
superhuman On the dag when crime puts on the
apparel of innocence, through a curious revetsaT
pecuTiar to our age, it,is innocence that is calfed
on to justifg itsel-f .

The grotesque, absurd and ugly nature of the age justifies Pynchonts desperate

ínventívelless as he attempËs both to contain ít and escape from it. It also

contradicts those crítics who feel that he is too disengaged, and who find hís

pessimism spuríous and self índulgent. Just as Camus sets out to examine

rhetorically the "strange challenge" of the violence and murder and íts

irnplication for revolution, so Pynchonts novelistic conceïn ís to examine how

control, ídeology and action ínteïact. Like Camus, Pynchon sees the anÈi-

humanísm and isolatíon as stemming from an inability to construct principles out

of genuine recognition of the limitations of life and the general experience

of that fact.

The most striking demonstration was furnished bg the
Hitferian apocalgpse of L945. SeLf destruction
meant nothing to those madmen who in their bomb-
she-Zters ' arranged their own death and apotheosjs.
The important thing was not to die aLone, and
simuLtaneousLg to destrog a whole wotfd
Suici.de and murder are thus two aspects of a singTe
sgstem, the sgstem of an unhappg inteffect whi-ch
rather than suffer fimitation chooses the dark
victorg which annihil-ates earth ..'/- 18

Thís excerpt from the Introduction to The Rebel almost perfectly describes the

major theme of G.R. expressed through the Rocket builders and the elite

represented by Pointsman. Camus points out that man is the only creature who

refuses to be what he is, and his philosophical essay sets out to investigate

whether that refusal has Èo ínevitably lead to destruction. Pynchon seems to

be pessimistic about the fuÈure. The ubíquiEy of control, the decadence, laclc
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of purpose in hís characters, the isolatíon and loss of faíth, particularly

in Arnerica, all point to a dark, if not apocalyptic vision. I: ís balanced

to some exÈent by the comedy which gives his novels vitality and variety.

To the outlíned problems and críticisms of the nature of experimental fiction

raised here, f would like to add rny ornm criEicism of the shortcomings of

Pynchonts style. A detailed examinatíon is obviously outsíde the scope of

this parÈícular study, but the flaws ín the novelsr metaphorical scheme need to

be sketched out. As I have shov¡n, an understandíng of Pynchonts work ín the

contemporary eontext does ansv/er a good deal of negative criticísm. llowever'

there are faults, particularly in V and G.R., that arise out of a failure of

the novels to íntegrate theír o\{n experimental metaphorical aíms. As such,

they are seríous, and not easily count.ered by arguments about the new types of

readíng required by contemporary fictíons. In fact, I would tend to agree

that the failure Ís due, to some exÈent, to the risks endemíc to metaficÈion

and non-interpreÈive fiction, as well as being particular to Pynchon..

As I have made clear, I consider Lot 49 to be the most successful and most

impressive of the three novels, which ís somewhat conËrary to accepted views.

It is not as astonishing a feat as G.R., yet precisely because of its compactness,

ít avoids the repetition that in the other novels, mars the dense suggestiveness

that Pynchonts theory of metaphor requíres. In V the failure to draw the

historícal and American halves of the novel together is reflected ín Èhe ulËímaÈe

failure of the novel to maintain a vital sense of mystery. The Tristero system

maintains its shadowy anbiguity to the end. Because it never corresponds as

a metaphor with a síngle partícularise-d system of things, and it is linked closely

qith Oedipafs thinkíng, iÈ retaíns its power to suggest the isolation and loss

of direction in Oedipafs and America's lífe. In V, V. appears superfícially
to be many things and like the Tristero may not exist at all except in SLencilrs

mind. Yet because it appears consistenÈ in very similar situations, ít is

reducíble as a metaphor to a spirit of violence or the zeitgeist as defíned by

the l^lho1e Síck Crew. The p1ots, then, around V. become repetitions rather than

addíng to the metaphorical possíbilities of the quest. Nor is the quest motif

particularly effective in this case; because Stencíl does not participate in

it as Oedipa does, the plots are distanced in a \.{ay that robs them of the intensity
of Oedipaf s discoveries.

Moreover the themes of V, v¡hich as I have shown are fairly straightforward, do

not warrant such repetitíveness. The novel is in fact too long for íts own

metaphors, which considerably dílute its attenìpts to create an atmosPhere of
complexity and mystery. The hints and jokes about V. i-n the texÈ often remain

contrived and are not integrated once it is obvíous that V. ís really a metaphor
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for strife. Nor are her mythic dímensions sufficíently developed to link her

to the ldea of a destructive female figure like Eve or Venus. The Epilogue'

for: instance, seems entirely superfluous as íÈ does not add anythíng further to

Ëhe ideas of history alreacly well set out in the body of the novel. As I have

shown, Fopplts siege is an extremely effective allegory of pre-war Germany and

contrÍbutes an important facet to the novelrs themes of the consequences of

decadence and excess. Chapter 14 - "V. in love" - however, only repeats ín

a much less effective form every propositíon already well deve-loped. The

multiplicity of plots, therefore only ends in over extending otherwise extremely

interesÈing, strong meEaphors. Pynchonts philosophy of uncertaínty and assertíons

of the need for flexibil ity and humanism, are contradicted by the too didactic

nature of the novel attributable to unnecessary elaboratíon and repetítíon.

G.R. suffers a similar dilutíon for similar reasons. To some extent íts
problems are different; íts many plots are truly differentiated and the quest

is reduced to a convenient device for movíng Slothrop round the Zone. By

extending its metaphor base it avoids the overstaÈed, simplístic system of V.

Yet the criticisms noted earlíer in this chapter of its self indulgence,

unreadabílity and mechanical coldness are difficult to completely refute. It

is my feeling too, that epics should often be distrusted, if only because sËamína

has little to do with quality. The novel ís atternpting far rnore than Lot 49,

so although íÈ lacks the shorter novelts íntensity and beauty, ít has a quality

of massiveness and power which does not really dísappear even at its most

ínfuriating moments. The major critícísm that should be levelled at G.R. is

that again, despíte its frantic mystifícatíon, its themes are readily ídentifiable.
Technology, and its potential for destruction, the nature of power, the íncrease

of control, the mad scientist, remain the major motífs of the novel despite all

complexíty.

Another disturbing feature of G.B. is its avow 1 of írrationalíty and magic as

the way of resistíng the system. Thís makes the v¡ork characteristic of íts

time to some extent and novels by auÊhors like Vonnegut, Tom Robbíns, Ishmael

Reed and Barth.r9 The Counterforce uses creaEive paranoia to defect and resist

the conspiracies of the establíshed system represented in the Inlar and the RockeÈ.

The Counterforce believes in openess, freedom, love, creatívity. Yet the notíon

that individual acts of rornantic anarchy (fig nodine and Mexíco) and mysticism

will somehow ward off the evil effects of corporate thinking seems an extra-

ordinary feeble and sentimental one. The ídea too, that ratíonality is

inherenLly evil is a confusion of a qualíty of the human mind, with the corruption
of knorvledge through the actions of people. The naive and petulant rejection
of reason ín favour of what amounts to 1ítt1e more than superstiÈion is not
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worthy of an obviously intelligent and well educated artíst. It seems odd too,

that Pynchon can portray Mexico as a man of science, who is reasonable, self

controlled and emotíonally balanced, only to apparently place hís faiÈh in the

novel ín non-rational systems of thought.

Despite the limítaÈions suggested here, and afÈer al1 it would be extraordinary

íf none existed, Pynchonrs novels remain as some of the best v¡ritten ín the lasÈ

twenty years. I have attempted to show how Pynchonrs radical vision emerges

from a study of metaphor in his work. The emphasis in all the novels is on

ínterpretation and the problems of creating nehl perspectives to deal wíth the

modern wor1d. Pynchonts use of metaphor in his novels works in Èhree vlays.

The majof of the themes is the necessíty for a nerar appraisal of history and

the methods customarily used to consLruct historical explanations in order to

arrive at a more humanistic and non-nationalisÈic vision of ourselves. Thís

applies to other forms of explanation too, such as the scientific. Nineteenth

century noËions of order, of cause and effect, of simple socíal systems, of

ínfluence and corresponding action, are seen as inappropríate in a world where

connections are complicated and hidden, rather than linear and vísíble.

Secondly the novels ínclude a plea for the necessity of vitality in art iÈself.

Thís ís portrayed by a strand of self-conscíousness, and especially by the

characÈers of and allusíons to artists and writers. The metaphor of Èhe Bíblical

l.lord as the beginning of an enquiry into the universe and Èhe continuing

interpretation of which is the original líterary crítÍcism, appears in all the

novels and is of major importance in both Lot 49 and G.R. Thís línks r¿ith

paranoia, which ís the condj-tj.on, and in the extreme stages, dísease, of those

not satisfied with the surface of things, but who set ouÈ to discover and

construct new orders. An ability to make plots ín the fictÍonal sense, links

with a sensitívity to conspiracy. Such an ability is a double-edged s\^7ord.

It is valuable for the detection and creation of original perspectives, but ít

also encourages solípsism and can degenerate into a quasi-religious search for

meaning. As all the quests ín Pynchonrs r¿ork make clear, Paranoia is as much

a desíre to abdicate responsibílity as ít is a process of discovery.

Thirdly, Pynchon revitalíses metaphor within hís ovm texË. tsy clrawing on regions

of knowledge not generally consídered appropriaÈe to literature, Pynchon creates

new kinds of metaphors usíng simj-larities between scientific models and human

behaviour. Because of his understanding of metaphor Pynchon never makes the

mistake of some of his commentators. He maintains his scepticism about what

meËaphors allow us to see and the essentially artificial nature of the uni-ty

Èhey imp1y. He does not, ín other words, mistake the metaphor for the things

that metaphor descríbe. Human behaviour ís not Ëhe same as entropy, calculus
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and so on, but by using accurate features of such knowledge, Pynchon re-

illuminates certain kfnds of actlon and thought.

His novels are rnore than literary po,zzLes of curiosíties. The ambígufty of

metaphor is ltnked with a deep social sense and a real concern for Èhe self-
destructive urges of thè age. How palatable Pynchonrs pessímism is, especíally

in the apocalyptic tone of G.R., Ís probably ín the end a matter of

subj ective pref erence.

*tc)ttrdri!****
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The heat deaÈh of the universe, which partÍcularly fascinated some artists of

Ëhe late nineteenth cenÈury, is the ultímaËe product of the Process of errtropy.

Due to Èhe laws governing the conservation of energy, there will stil1 be the

same amount of energy around, but it will be dissipated in such a I¡lay as to make

the all-ímport.anÈ transfer impossible. The universe Ís tending towards a

disorder which in Ëhe fÍna1 analysís is equilibrium: an eLernal and unchangeable

state of rest.

A".a¡o:.agBþgl lqf pedípa's quest, entroPy Ís most appropríat e Lrr some

She Ís apalled by the lack of ne\¡r arrangements possible ín Ameríca.

llttle inf
that it is
olît""ip"

t.

scíentÍfíc
apparent r
taken too

unÍverse,

ormati-on about the sysÈem she is investígating, which would suggest

I4r3YS. 
,

She has

ín a high stgte of_ -d_lsorder. She becomes arlrare of the inevitabílity
Ëion and death. Yet ?ynchon Ís careful never to absoluÈely equate

principles with human life, unlike some of his critics. The

esonance of words like t'dÍsordert' and ttheatdeath" are misleading Íf
literally. Although human beíngs are subject to the laws of the

the unÍverse is not an extension of human behavíour.

,
t
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